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Vaughn, Sedona, AZ (US) At least one embodiment is directed to a tracking system for 

the muscular-skeletal system. The tracking system can iden 
(72) Inventors: Marc Stein, Chandler, AZ (US); Glen tify position and orientation. The tracking system can be 
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muscular-skeletal system at an identified location. The track 

(21) Appl. No.: 13/673,921 ing system can be used in conjunction with a second tool to 
guide the second tool to the identified location of the first tool. 
The tracking SVStem can guide the second tool along the same 

(22) Filed: Nov. 9, 2012 trajectory gR first y example, the second E. can be 
used to install a prosthetic component at a predetermined 

Publication Classification location and a predetermined orientation. The tracking sys 
tem can track hand movements of a Surgeon holding the 
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MOTION AND ORIENTATION SENSING 
MODULE ORDEVICE FOR POSITONING 

OF IMPLANTS 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

0001. The invention relates in general to medical and sur 
gical procedures and more particularly to guiding medical 
devices to precise locations on or within a patient’s body. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

0002 Precisely positioning inserts, implants, or other 
medical devices, prostheses, prosthetic components, or topi 
cal application of medicines oranesthetics in or on patients 
bodies depends on accurately locating structural features or 
anomalous structures on or within a patient’s body. Continual 
progress has been made in the advancement and use of imag 
ing equipment to guide the positioning of inserts, implants, or 
other medical devices, within patients bodies. Noninvasive 
methods for locating internal structures of the body include 
ultrasound, X-rays, CT, and MRI equipment to locate ana 
tomical features and anomalous structures within patients 
bodies. Surgeons may use this data to create a pre-operative 
template to guide actions during the Surgery. 
0003. The use of pre-operative images to guide the precise 
placement and orientation of medical devices or prosthetic 
components during Surgery may require real-time scanning 
of patients’ bodies or the use of robotics. Much of this 
requires large and expensive equipment. Alternatively, physi 
cal observation by the physician or Surgeon, aided by the 
pre-operative scans and template, may guide placement of 
inserts, implants, or other medical devices, or prostheses or 
prosthetic components within patients bodies. 
0004 Trialing is also critical in many implant procedures. 
The use of trial devices or prosthetic components provides a 
useful guide to the selection of the prosthetic components to 
be included in the chronic prosthetic implant as well as con 
firmation of the fit and functioning of the selected prosthetic 
components in vivo. 
0005. Even with templating, trialing, and advanced pros 

thetic components, outcomes including functional efficacy, 
patient comfort, and longevity of the prosthesis may not 
always be highly predictable, especially if procedures are 
performed by physicians and surgeons with different levels of 
skill, experience, and frequency of repeating an individual 
procedure. This may be confirmed by various reports in the 
literature that Suggest a positive relationship between out 
comes and the numbers of procedures performed annually by 
individual Surgeons. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

0006 Embodiments of present invention will become 
more fully understood from the detailed description and the 
accompanying drawings, wherein: 
0007 FIG. 1 illustrates a simplified view of a physician 
using at least one embodiment of a motion and orientation 
sensing device (e.g., a Surgical tracking system) with a com 
puter display (e.g., a Surgical tracking display system); 
0008 FIG. 2 illustrates a simplified view of a physician 
holding an instrument having an embodiment of a motion and 
orientation sensing device with a computer display of the 
instrument's location and orientation approaching a pre 
specified target; 
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0009 FIG. 3 illustrates a simplified view of a physician 
holding an instrument having an embodiment of a motion and 
orientation sensing device with a computer display defining 
the instrument's location and orientation at Some distance 
from a pre-specified target plus a second motion and orienta 
tion sensing device pinned to a patient to track any movement 
of the target; 
0010 FIG. 4 illustrates a simplified view of a physician 
holding an instrument having an embodiment of a motion and 
orientation sensing device with a computer display defining 
the instrument's location and orientation approaching a pre 
specified target while a second motion and orientation sens 
ing device pinned to a patient tracks any movement of the 
target; 
0011 FIG. 5 illustrates a simplified perspective view of an 
example of a motion and orientation sensing device, a cover 
for the device; 
0012 FIG. 6A illustrates a simplified perspective view of 
an example of an instrument (e.g., Surgical device holder) 
having an example motion and orientation sensing device 
(e.g., tracking element), a cover for the device, an inter 
changeable head, and an example insert or implant (e.g., 
Surgical device) that may be held by the instrument (e.g., 
Surgical device holder): 
(0013 FIG. 6B illustrates a simplified perspective view of 
an assembled example of an instrument having an example 
motion and orientation sensing device, a cover for the device, 
an interchangeable head, and an example insert or implant 
held by the instrument; 
0014 FIG. 7 illustrates a simplified example of a top-level 
flow chart of the steps performed by an example system 
having an embodiment of the motion and orientation sensing 
module or device and a computer system for guiding an 
instrument to return to its initial position; 
(0015 FIG. 8 illustrates a simplified example of a flow 
chart of the steps performed by a physician or other user 
preparing to use an example embodiment of the motion and 
orientation sensing module to guide an instrument to return to 
its initial location and orientation; 
(0016 FIG. 9 illustrates a simplified example of a flow 
chart of the steps performed by an example embodiment of 
the motion and orientation sensing module to prepare for 
tracking of changes in its location and orientation; 
(0017 FIG. 10 illustrates a simplified example of a flow 
chart of the steps performed by a computer to capture the 
initial orientation data from an example embodiment of the 
motion and orientation sensing module or device; 
0018 FIG. 11 illustrates a simplified example of a flow 
chart of the steps performed by a computer to capture the 
distance and direction of the initial movement of an example 
embodiment of the motion and orientation sensing module or 
device; 
(0019 FIG. 12 illustrates a simplified example of a flow 
chart of the steps performed by a computer to capture the 
initial 100 movements of an example embodiment of the 
motion and orientation sensing module or device; 
(0020 FIG. 13 illustrates a simplified example of a flow 
chart of the steps performed by a computer to analyze and 
display the initial 100 movements and changes in orientation 
of an example embodiment of the motion and orientation 
sensing module or device; 
0021 FIG. 14 illustrates a simplified example of a flow 
chart of the steps performed by a computer to analyze each 
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additional movement and change in orientation of an example 
embodiment of the motion and orientation sensing module or 
device; 
0022 FIG. 15 illustrates a simplified example of a flow 
chart of the steps performed by a computer to display each 
additional movement and change in orientation of an example 
embodiment of the motion and orientation sensing module or 
device; 
0023 FIG. 16 illustrates a simplified example of a flow 
chart of the steps performed by a computer to process excep 
tion conditions and automatically trigger the shutdown pro 
cedure if that becomes necessary to protect the integrity of the 
tracking procedure while maintaining data integrity; 
0024 FIG. 17 illustrates a simplified example of an initial 
computer display screen that can be used to guide the move 
ment and orientation of an instrument having an example 
embodiment of a motion and orientation sensing module or 
device; 
0025 FIG. 18 illustrates a simplified example of a com 
puter display Screen illustrating the position and location of 
an instrument having an example embodiment of a motion 
and orientation sensing module or device as it is starting to 
approach the pre-defined target location and orientation; 
0026 FIG. 19 illustrates a simplified example of a com 
puter display screen illustrating changes in the display as an 
instrument having an example embodiment of a motion and 
orientation sensing module or device is moved towards the 
target location and orientation; 
0027 FIG. 20 illustrates a simplified example of a com 
puter display screen illustrating changes in the display as an 
instrument having an example embodiment of a motion and 
orientation sensing module or device approaches the target 
location and orientation; 
0028 FIG. 21 illustrates a simplified example of a com 
puter display Screen illustrating the final position and orien 
tation of an instrument having an example embodiment of a 
motion and orientation sensing module or device precisely 
aligned with the target location and orientation; 
0029 FIG.22 illustrates a simplified perspective of a cut 
away view of an example motion and orientation sensing 
module or device; 
0030 FIG. 23 illustrates a simplified block diagram of an 
example information technology system and components 
integrating the data captured by a motion and orientation 
sensing module or device and displaying its progress in real 
time; 
0031 FIG. 24 illustrates a simplified block diagram of the 
basic construction of a generic accelerometer at rest; 
0032 FIG.25 illustrates a simplified block diagram of the 
basic construction of a generic accelerometer under accelera 
tion; 
0033 FIG. 26 illustrates a simplified block diagram of the 
orientation of generic accelerometers within a tri-axial accel 
erometer, 
0034 FIG. 27 illustrates a simplified schematic block dia 
gram of an example motion and orientation sensing module or 
device having tri-axial capacitive accelerometers; 
0035 FIG. 28 illustrates a simplified schematic block dia 
gram of an example motion and orientation sensing module or 
device having tri-axial piezoresistive accelerometers; 
0036 FIG. 29 illustrates a simplified schematic block dia 
gram of an example motion and orientation sensing module or 
device having tri-axial force-balanced capacitive accelerom 
eters; 
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0037 FIG.30 illustrates a simplified schematic block dia 
gram of a basic generic accelerometer embodiment integrated 
with filtering, dithering, oversampling, and decimation func 
tions to improve the signal to noise ration and the effective 
number of bits: 
0038 FIG.31 illustrates a simplified schematic block dia 
gram of an example motion and orientation sensing module or 
device having tri-axial force-balanced capacitive accelerom 
eters incorporating filtering, dithering, oversampling, deci 
mation, rationnetric, and temperature sensing functions to 
improve the signal to noise ration and the effective number of 
bits; and 
0039 FIG. 32 illustrates a simplified schematic block dia 
gram of an example motion and orientation sensing module or 
device having tri-axial piezoresistive accelerometers incor 
porating filtering, dithering, oversampling, decimation, ratio 
metric, temperature sensing, and event detection functions to 
improve the effective number of bits and repeatability of data 
collection and processing. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF EMBODIMENTS 

0040. The following description of embodiment(s) is 
merely illustrative in nature and is in no way intended to limit 
the invention, its application, or uses. 
0041 At least one embodiment is directed to a portable or 
handheld, wired or wireless dual tri-axial accelerometer 
device that facilitates replacement of a Surgical instrument to 
a desired location, such an embodiment enables a cost effec 
tive alternative for performing many medical and surgical 
procedures. At least one embodiment is directed to a Surgical 
tracking system that emits no harmful radiation, is light 
weight, requires minimal training, is inexpensive, flexible 
enough to Support multiple procedures, can track real time 
motion of Surgical devices and patients, and can include other 
biometric data sets. 
0042 Utilizing an accelerometer or other methods of the 
embodiments for Surgical instrument placement reduces the 
invasiveness of many medical and Surgical procedures with 
out compromising the precision of locating probes, instru 
ments, instruments, inserts, implants, and other medical 
devices with respect to anomalous structures on or within 
patients’ bodies, boney landmarks within patients bodies, 
structural features on or within patients’ bodies, or centers of 
rotation within patients joints. Data gathered from the loca 
tion devices in embodiments can be readily integrated into 
electronic health record systems and databases to facilitate 
sharing of patients’ medical data among appropriate physi 
cians and Surgeons. Reducing invasiveness, as well as 
improving access to medical records data, improves patient 
safety and reduces overall healthcare costs to the patient, as 
well as to Society. 
0043. At least one embodiment is directed to guiding 
probes, instruments, or similar apparatus to precise locations 
on or within a patient’s body, as well as precisely positioning 
inserts, implants, or other medical devices, or topical appli 
cation of medicines or anesthetics in or on patients bodies. 
0044) Utilizing an accelerometer or other methods of the 
embodiments for Surgical instrument placement enables 
highly effective trialing procedures with the placement and 
orientation of chronic prosthetic components precisely dupli 
cating the position and orientation of trial components or 
devices. Therefore the intra-operative results demonstrated 
with the trial component are accurate predictors of the per 
formance of the chronic prosthetic implant. 
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0045. At least one embodiment is directed to a portable, 
handheld device for accurately guiding probes, instruments, 
instruments, to precise locations on or within a patient’s body, 
as well as precisely positioning inserts, implants, other medi 
cal devices, or prostheses or prosthetic components within 
patients’ bodies, or topical applications of medicines oranes 
thetics in or on patients’ bodies. Highly precise and repeat 
able positioning of medical instruments and devices as well as 
topical medicines, can improve the efficacy of medical and 
Surgical procedures, improve patient comfort and safety, and 
reduce overall healthcare costs to the patient and to Society. 
0046. Herein the surgical tracking system is also referred 
to as a motion and orientation sensing device. 
0047 For simplicity and clarity of the illustration(s), ele 
ments in the figures are not necessarily to Scale, are only 
schematic and are non-limiting, and the same reference num 
bers in different figures denote the same elements, unless 
stated otherwise. Additionally, descriptions and details of 
well-known steps and elements are omitted for simplicity of 
the description. Notice that once an item is defined in one 
figure, it may not be discussed or further defined in the fol 
lowing figures. 
0048. It will be appreciated by those skilled in the art that 
the words “during”, “while', and “when as used herein 
relating to circuit operation are not exact terms that mean an 
action takes place instantly upon an initiating action but that 
there may be some Small but reasonable delay, such as a 
propagation delay, between the reaction that is initiated by the 
initial action. Additionally, the term “while” means that a 
certain action occurs at least within some portion of duration 
of the initiating action. The use of the word “approximately 
or “substantially’ means that a value of an element has a 
parameter that is expected to be close to a stated value or 
position. However, as is well known in the art there are always 
minor variances that prevent the values or positions from 
being exactly as Stated. 
0049. The terms “first”, “second, “third and the like in 
the Claims or/and in the Detailed Description are used for 
distinguishing between similar elements and not necessarily 
for describing a sequence, either temporally, spatially, in 
ranking or in any other manner. It is to be understood that the 
terms so used are interchangeable under appropriate circum 
stances and that the embodiments described herein are 
capable of operation in other sequences than described or 
illustrated herein. 
0050 Processes, techniques, apparatus, and materials as 
known by one of ordinary skill in the art may not be discussed 
in detail but are intended to be part of the enabling description 
where appropriate. For example specific methods of attaching 
a Surgical device onto the Surgical device holder, however one 
of ordinary skill would be able, without undo experimenta 
tion, to establish the steps using the enabling disclosure 
herein. 
0051. At least one embodiment is directed to a portable or 
handheld, wired or wireless device that enables a cost effec 
tive alternative for guiding the positioning of inserts, 
implants, or other medical devices, prosthetic components, or 
topical application of medicines or anesthetics in or on 
patients’ bodies. With the aid of embodiments these medical 
and Surgical procedures and can be expected to obtain highly 
reproducible results. At least one embodiment reduces inva 
siveness of many medical and Surgical procedures without 
compromising the precision of locating probes, instruments, 
instruments, inserts, implants, prostheses or prosthetic com 
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ponents and other medical devices with respect to anomalous 
structures on or within patients’ bodies, structural features on 
or within patients’ bodies, or boney landmarks. Data gathered 
during a medical procedure are readily integrated into elec 
tronic health record systems and databases facilitating the 
sharing of patients’ test results among appropriate physicians 
and Surgeons. Reducing invasiveness, as well as improving 
access to medical records data, improves patient safety and 
comfort as well as reduces overall healthcare costs to the 
individual and to Society. 
0.052 The terms precision and resolution can be used 
herein to specifically have the standard definitions. Precision 
will connate the variation from exactness. Resolution will 
have the customary definition of the smallest measurable 
interval. The orientation of the x, y, Z axes of rectangular 
Cartesian coordinates is assumed to be such that the X and y 
axes define a plane at a given location, and the Z axis is normal 
to the x-y plane. The axes of rotations about the Cartesian 
axes of the device are defined as yaw, pitch and roll. With the 
orientation of the Cartesian coordinates defined in this para 
graph, the yaw axis of rotation is the Z axis through body of 
the device. Pitchchanges the orientation of a longitudinal axis 
of the device. Rollis rotation about the longitudinal axis of the 
device. 

0053. The orientation of the x, y, z axes of rectangular 
Cartesian coordinates is selected to facilitate graphical dis 
play on computer screens having the orientation that the user 
will be able to relate to most easily. Therefore the image of the 
device moves upward on the computer display whenever the 
device itself moves upward for example away from the sur 
face of the earth. The same applies to movements to the left or 
right. 
0054 The terms motion sensing and tilt sensing and 
orientation are also intended to have specific meaning. 
Motion sensing indicates the detection of movement of a 
body that exceeds a specified threshold in one or more coor 
dinate axes, for example the specific threshold in one or more 
Cartesian axes in terms of both static and dynamic accelera 
tion. Heading is defined as the orientation of longitudinal 
axis of the motion of the motion and orientation sensing 
module or device and movement in a direction. Tilt is 
defined as the orientation of a body with respect to a Zenith. 
Tilt sensing indicates the measurement of acceleration 
attributable to gravity in one or more axes. Orientation 
includes yaw as well as tilt. Yaw is not readily quantified by 
accelerometers whenever the center of rotation coincides 
with the center of the proof mass within an accelerometer. 
Detection of this rotation may require two or more acceler 
ometers to assure that at least one accelerometer is moved 
enough to reliably sense motion that accompanies yaw. Note 
that although accelerometers are provided as enabling 
examples in the description of embodiments, any tracking 
device (e.g., a GPS chip, acoustical ranging, magnetometer, 
gyroscope) can be used within the scope of the embodiments 
described. 

0055. At least one embodiment is directed to surgical 
tracking system which can include a motion and orientation 
sensing module (e.g. tracking element) or device that can be 
embedded in, affixed on, or attached to surgical device holder 
(e.g., a probe, tool, instrument, alignment jigs or cutting 
blocks, or similar apparatus) and used to accurately guide 
Surgical devices (e.g., medical instruments and equipment) to 
a specified location and orientation in space with high preci 
Sion. It can also be used to guide positioning of other Surgical 
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devices such as inserts, implants, or other medical devices, 
prostheses or prosthetic components, or even topical applica 
tion of medicines or anesthetics in or on patients bodies. A 
hermetic, wireless motion and orientation sensing device, 
having one or more accelerometers, signal processing, telem 
etry, and control circuitry, nonvolatile memory, and energy 
storage, harvesting, or receiving components within an enclo 
Sure, shell, or body having one or more Switches or touch 
sensitive surfaces, can be used during these medical or Surgi 
cal procedures. The target location and orientation can be 
defined by a previous or initial location and orientation of a 
probe, instrument, or instrument having a motion and orien 
tation sensing device, or by data from imaging systems or 
positioning guides, or by manual or robotic examination and 
identification of anatomical structures or landmarks, anoma 
lous structures on or within the body, by extrapolation or 
interpolation from those landmarks, or anomalous structures 
on or within a patient’s body. This can include Surface contact 
or transcutaneous penetration by a probe, instrument, or 
instrument having a motion and orientation sensing device 
attached, affixed, embedded, or integrated at a fixed position 
with respect to its leading edge or active face. 
0056. The movement of a probe, tool, instrument, or align 
ment jigs or cutting blocks, or similar apparatus having a 
motion and orientation sensing module or device integrated 
or attached to, embedded into, affixed onto, or integrated 
within to it can be locally or remotely controlled to accurately 
orient and position the tip of the active portion of the con 
trolled equipment at the specified point or target in space with 
high precision. For example within 1 mm and 1 degree for a 
path length of 5 m or less. This can facilitate the performance 
of medical or Surgical procedures with high levels of consis 
tency and repeatability, as well as capturing position-related 
data in real time for preservation in electronic health records. 
0057. Other functions and sensing capabilities can be 
readily integrated into a motion and orientation sensing mod 
ule or device to augment its functional and sensing capabili 
ties and provide additional real-time data for positioning and 
orienting probes, instruments, instruments, equipment, and 
medical devices, implants, prostheses or prosthetic compo 
nents, as well as gathering other forms of pertinent additional 
data. Additional data acquisition capabilities can include 
sensing pressure, force, temperature, detection of many forms 
of radiation including electromagnetic, electric, or magnetic 
fields, light, and infrared, as well as sensing Sound and ultra 
Sound. Additional sensing capabilities and data captured in 
real time can augment electronic health records, as well as be 
useful in Supporting refinement of the consistency and repeat 
ability of medical and Surgical procedures. For example an 
additional tracking data set (e.g., position, Velocity, accelera 
tion) of the Surgical device holder can be acquired from sys 
tems (e.g., acoustical ranging, infrared pattern disruption, 
laser reflection) that can be fed into the Surgical tracking 
display system and used to improve the position and orienta 
tion of the surgical device holder. 
0058 Accelerometer technology is used in many applica 

tions, although few may have higher accuracy and precision 
requirements than highly exacting medical procedures Such 
as biopsies, orthopedic Surgeries, or comparable procedures 
require. Few applications have greater reliability and safety 
requirements than medical applications. In fact, Some elec 
tronic component manufacturers include disclaimers that 
their products are not qualified for medical applications. 
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0059. Accelerometers are effective sensors for accelera 
tion as well as tilt with respect to the center of the earth. In at 
least one embodimenta wireless motion and orientation sens 
ing module or device, having an accelerometer or accelerom 
eters in addition to other electronic components and electrical 
circuitry, is used to detect, track, quantize, and transmit 
motion and changes in orientation in real time. Data can be 
graphically displayed in real time to aid in guiding movement 
with respect to a target location and orientation. 
0060 Acceleration is the second derivative of distance 
traveled. Therefore the acceleration data can be integrated to 
estimate Velocity and Velocity can be integrated to estimate 
distance traveled. These operations are readily accomplished 
with software. Distance traveled, in all three dimensions, can 
be tracked from a known starting point. With each incremen 
tal movement of a probe, tool, instrument, alignment jigs or 
cutting blocks, similar apparatus, or a physician's or caregiv 
er's hand, or robotic arm and gripper, the output of these 
calculations can be used to estimate the remaining distance to 
the target. This distance can be displayed in real time on a 
computer driven video display screen. This feedback loop can 
be used to accurately guide the probe, tool, instrument, align 
ment jigs or cutting blocks, or probes, instruments, instru 
ments, or similar apparatus held in a physician’s or caregiv 
er's hand, or implants, prostheses or prosthetic components, 
to the target with high level of precision, including Subcuta 
neous targets the physician or caregiver may not be able to 
view directly. 
0061 Error propagates with increased positional and 
angular derivations. For example when obtaining the posi 
tional value from a measured acceleration, the error of the 
acceleration must be combined with the error in the time, and 
the error of the derived initial velocity, which results in a 
larger error in the position than in the acceleration. One 
method of mitigating propagating errors is to measure posi 
tion, Velocity, and orientation directly and combine the data 
with their associated errors into an algorithm (e.g., Kalman 
Filter) combining the data to provide enhanced tracking of the 
Surgical device holder. For example current inertial naviga 
tion system (INS) chips (e.g., VN-100TM) can provide accu 
racies to <2 degrees of heading with a resolution of <0.05 
degrees; a pitch and roll accuracy to <0.5 degrees at a reso 
lution to <0.05 degrees; an angular rate bias stability (for 
heading, pitch, roll) to <+/-0.06 degree/sec.; and an accelera 
tion bias stability to <3 mg (milli-acceleration of gravities). 
Current INS chips employ the use of microcircuit accelerom 
eters, angular rate gyros and magnetometers as input to algo 
rithms (e.g. Kalman Filtering) to enhance the accuracy of the 
provided position and orientation data. Note also that the use 
of multiple accelerometers provides an over determined sys 
tem of equations that can be used to improve the position and 
orientation determination. 

0062 Orientation of the tip of the probe, tool, instrument, 
or alignment jigs or cutting blocks, or similar apparatus, or 
implants, prostheses or prosthetic components can be as criti 
cal as their location. Data defining the tilt with respect to 
gravity is also available from accelerometers. This data (e.g., 
tracking data) can be incorporated into the real-time display 
(e.g., in a Surgical tracking display system) to illustrate the 
orientation of the Surgical device (e.g., probe, tool, instru 
ment, alignment jigs or cutting blocks, or similar apparatus, 
or probes, instruments, instruments or similar apparatuses) 
held in a physicians or caregivers hand, or used to automati 
cally guide a robotic arm and gripper, in all three axes simul 
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taneously. This feedback loop can be used to guide the orien 
tation of the probe, tool, instrument, alignment jigs or cutting 
blocks, or implants, prostheses or prosthetic components to 
the target. This can also include Subcutaneous targets the 
physician or caregiver may not be able to view directly. 
0063. The third vector of orientation is the yaw, or head 
ing, of the probe, tool, instrument, or similar apparatus. The 
motion and orientation sensing module or device having two 
tri-axial accelerometers quantifies the yaw of an associated 
probe, tool, instrument, or similar apparatus. Yaw is measured 
and tracked by collecting acceleration data from an acceler 
ometer positioned at each end of the longitudinal axis of the 
enclosure of the motion and orientation sensing module or 
device. The forward tri-axial accelerometer defines the tilt of 
the probe, tool, instrument, or similar apparatus with respect 
to the horizon. The algebraic sum of the acceleration in all of 
the three Cartesianaxes of the forward tri-axial accelerometer 
determines the distance between the leading edge, or active 
face, of the probe, tool, instrument, or similar apparatus and 
the target. The algebraic sum of the acceleration of the tri 
axial accelerometer positioned at the trailing edge of the 
motion and orientation sensing module or device determines 
the position of the rear of the probe, tool, instrument, or 
similar apparatus with respect to the distal tip of the probe, 
tool, instrument, or similar apparatus. From this information 
the yaw of the probe, tool, instrument, or similar apparatus is 
calculated. Note that additional embodiments are not limited 
to determining the position of the rear of the probe, other 
locations on the probe can be determined. The combination of 
location and orientation data calculated from acceleration and 
tilt data produced by the two tri-axial accelerometers enables 
a user of the motion and orientation sensing module or device 
to accurately locate and orient a probe, tool, instrument, or 
similar apparatus precisely at its target location and orienta 
tion with no discrepancies in pitch, roll, or yaw. 
0064. For example, one can sample the dynamic and static 
acceleration readings from each accelerometer within both 
triaxial accelerometer ICs with a constant sample rate. These 
values can then be captured and recorded in an array of 
acceleration values. A rectangular approximation of the inte 
gral of the acceleration can be used to compute the average 
Velocity of each sample period. Additional approaches can 
also used, for example a 3rd or 4th order approximation 
method. The direction of acceleration along one or more axes 
can reverse during some sample periods, thus the use of 
algebraic differences in acceleration during each sample 
period. Once the algebraic average of the Velocity during each 
period is estimated, a rectangular approximation of the inte 
gral of the average of Velocity can be used to estimate the 
change in location of the device. These changes in location 
are algebraically Summed as well and when the net change in 
location is zero within estimated error, the device has returned 
to its initial location. When both triaxial accelerometers have 
returned to their initial locations, the heading of the device 
corresponds to its initial orientation. Whenever the algebraic 
Sum of the changes in tilt of the two triaxial accelerometers in 
the X-Z and Y-Z planes is Zero the orientation of the device in 
those two planes has returned to their initial values as well. 
0065. At least one embodiment uses multiple accelerom 
eters, and a non-limiting example using two accelerometers 
can be discussed. Motion and orientation sensing modules 
and devices having two accelerometers are not only capable 
of providing more accurate yaw data, but also two acceler 
ometers provide a level of redundancy that aids in the confir 
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mation that the instrument is guided accurately to the target 
position and orientation. If this cannot be achieved to the 
required level of precision for both accelerometers the track 
ing procedure may have been compromised and the user can 
be alerted to the possibility of an exception condition that 
needs to be addressed. 
0066. The precision of the final placement and orientation 
of the probe, tool, instrument, alignment jigs or cutting 
blocks, or similar apparatus, as well as implants, prostheses or 
prosthetic components, depends on three key factors: the 
precision of the location and orientation of the starting point; 
the accuracy and resolution of the acceleration data used to 
guide the movement of the sensing module or device; and the 
accuracy and resolution of the tilt data used to guide the 
movement of sensing module or device. 
0067. The starting location and orientation can be speci 
fied in many ways including physical examination, boney 
landmarks, imaging, and other methods of identifying ana 
tomical or anomalous features or structures on or within a 
patient’s body. These approaches require an accurate estimate 
of the change in orientation and distance between the starting 
point and the final location and orientation for the probe, tool, 
instrument, or similar apparatus, or implants, prostheses or 
prosthetic components, at the target location. 
0068 A second alternative for estimating the location and 
orientation of the target location and orientation uses the 
motion and orientation sensing device to identify the center of 
rotation or alignment of a symptomatic limb with respect to 
other joints or portions of the limb. The motion and orienta 
tion sensing device is then used to track the movement and 
orientation of the probe, instrument, alignment jigs or cutting 
blocks, instrument, or similar apparatus, or implants, pros 
theses or prosthetic components to guide them to the desig 
nated location and orientation. 
0069. A third approach to eliminating errors associated 
with estimating the distance and change in orientation is to 
begin tracking the movement of the probe, instrument, or 
instrument having a motion and orientation sensing module 
or device precisely at the target location and orientation. In 
this case the objective is to return the probe or instrument to 
exactly the same location and orientation it had when the 
tracking procedure was initiated. Starting and ending at the 
target location and orientation may not be as limiting as it 
might first appear. This procedure is applicable to many medi 
cal procedures wherein something is removed and replaced, 
or removed, modified, and returned to its original position and 
orientation. This includes many forms of trialing. It also 
applies to any procedure wherein the same site on or within a 
patient’s body is accessed two or more times during any 
medical or Surgical procedure. 
0070 Regardless of which method is used to establish the 
starting location and orientation, as well as defining the dis 
tance to the target location and its orientation, the sensing 
module or device can be used to track each incremental move 
ment and change in orientation of probes, instruments, instru 
ments, or similar apparatus. Each of these movements can be 
captured accurately, and the location and orientation of the 
sensing module or device precisely updated in real time. 
0071. An additional variable arises whenever the target 
location may move during the tracking procedure. This can be 
caused by the patient's movement, including movement as 
Small as taking a breath. A marker motion and orientation 
sensing module or device can be attached to the patients 
body in a location that is fixed with respect to the target 
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location. Also, the orientation of the marker device can be 
fixed with respect to the orientation of the target. When these 
conditions are met it is a straightforward process to update the 
target location and orientation wheneverit is moved by apply 
ing the same software routines that update changes in the 
location and orientation of the tracking motion and orienta 
tion module or device. The data from the tracking device may 
readily be adjusted to display the correct distance between it 
and the target, as well as its orientation relative to the orien 
tation of the target, in real time. 
0072 The accuracy and resolution of the acceleration 
sensing elements is critical to achieving the accuracy and 
resolution required to guide the sensing and tilt module or 
device. This includes both the accuracy and resolution of the 
sensing of acceleration as well as the tilt sensitivity of the 
acceleration sensors. These requirements are driven by sev 
eral attributes of intentional human motion in the areas of the 
torso, arm, wrist, and hand. These determinative factors 
include the range of speed of intentional human arm and hand 
movements, the dexterity or fine motor control of the human 
arm, wrist, and hand movements, and the maximum fre 
quency of intentional human arm and hand movements. The 
required tiltsensitivity of an accelerometer is also determined 
by the parameters of human arm, wrist, and hand movements. 
0073. The maximum speed and frequency of human arm 
movements determines the required measurement range of 
each accelerometer within a motion and orientation detection 
module or device. Small hand motions may include accelera 
tion levels up to 3 g. Vigorous motions may include accelera 
tion levels on the order of 4 g. Therefore an 8 g accelerometer 
will assure an adequate range of detection, even for a user 
with extremely high hand speed. An 8 g accelerometer may 
also enable the capture and analysis of unexpected events 
Such as dropping the probe, tool, instrument, or similar appa 
ratus, or accidentally striking something with it. 
0074 The maximum speed and frequency of human arm 
movements is also a determinative factor in the selection of 
the range and sample rate of the accelerometer or accelerom 
eters and other circuitry within the motion and orientation 
detection module or device. Obviously the speed of human 
arm movements varies widely depending on the individual, as 
well as speed with which a specific activity may be per 
formed. 

0075 But the level of resolution required of the acceler 
ometer or accelerometers is independent of these differences. 
The level of precision required in medical procedures is the 
same regardless of how rapidly various individual move 
ments may be performed by individual practitioners. There 
fore, although the measurement range of the accelerometer or 
accelerometers can be set to the level required to capture the 
most rapid applicable intentional human movements, this 
does not change the required level of resolution. 
0076 For many medical procedures the level of precision 
may be as small as half a millimeter. Therefore, a resolution of 
one-quarter millimeter, or less, may be required to assure this 
level of precision. The tracking element (e.g., INS chip(s), 
accelerometer or accelerometers), and the circuitry used for 
quantization, processing, and telemetry of position, Velocity, 
acceleration and tilt data, must have this level of resolution, 
when needed, to guide probes, instruments, instruments, 
alignment jigs or cutting blocks, or similar apparatuses, or 
probes, instruments, or instruments held in a physicians or 
caregivers hand, or in a robotic arm and gripper, to the target 
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with this level of precision regardless of the measurement 
range of the accelerometer or accelerometers. 
0077 Intentional human movement tends to be limited to 
a maximum frequency in the range of 10 to 12 Hz. A band 
width of 40-60 Hz, is adequate to capture the detail of this 
range of motions. 
0078. A delicate medical or surgical procedure is obvi 
ously not performed at the maximum speed a human arm or 
hand can move back and forth. A conservative estimate for the 
maximum frequency of body motions in these cases may be in 
the 5 HZ range. Sampling the output of the tracking elements 
(e.g., accelerometer or accelerometers, INS chip(s)) every 10 
milliseconds, or at a 100 HZ rate, will capture an average of 20 
points on a single cycle of a 5 HZ signal. This provides an 
adequate digitized virtual image of movements of this fre 
quency or less. 
0079. In the discussion that follows, accelerometers will 
be used as a non-limiting example of a portion of a tracking 
element used to obtain positional and orientation data. At the 
non-limiting example of a sample rate, discussed above (10 
HZ), the effective least significant bit output by the acceler 
ometer or accelerometers, as well as digitized by the ADC 
circuitry and transmitted by the telemetry circuitry, must pro 
vide adequate resolution to Support a precision level required 
for the particular use, for example for certain Surgical proce 
dures of one-half mm or less. Conservative estimates of the 
required resolution of intentional motion during a medical 
procedure may include changes in location and orientation as 
small as a 0.1 millimeter. Intentional motion of movements 
this precise may also be as slow as 1 mm a second, especially 
when the probe, tool, instrument, alignment jigs or cutting 
blocks, or probes, instruments, or instruments held in a phy 
sicians or caregivers hand are closing on the target. 
0080 When needed, the accelerometer or accelerometers, 
and the circuitry used for quantization, processing, and telem 
etry of acceleration and tilt data, must have adequate resolu 
tion to guide probes, instruments, instruments, alignment jigs 
or cutting blocks, or similar apparatuses, or implants or pros 
thetic components to the target with this required level of 
precision. 
I0081 Although the following discusses specific examples 
of the bit requirement of data, other embodiments can use 
different bit levels depending upon the system requirements. 
The required number of bits may be estimated based on the 
following assumptions: an 8 gaccelerometeris a conservative 
range appropriate for capturing human motion during medi 
cal and Surgical procedures, persons with the high levels of 
dexterity required for medical and Surgical procedures are 
capable of precise movements of their arm, wrist, and hand 
with a precision of less than +0.5 millimeter, these persons 
also have steady control of extraordinarily slow movements 
of their arm, and wrist, and hand to as slow as 1 mm a second, 
thus the levels of acceleration associated with slow movement 
of this level can be detected. Thus, the quantification of move 
ments on this order can be represented by three or more bits. 
This provides a resolution of approximately one tenth of the 
minimum level of acceleration. 

I0082. The results of the following analysis indicate that 
the resulting technical requirements are realistic and conser 
Vative, note that basing designs on highly conservative 
assumptions assures headroom to Support future advances in 
the gold Standard of treatment for applicable medical and 
Surgical procedures. 
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0083 
microg 9.8.066 micrometeris2; 

Applying the standard equations: 

Velocity in Limis-timex Acceleration in Ims2; 

1000 m/s=1 s(AIm/s2); 

Acceleration=1000 m/s2=102 microg: 

0084. Based on these equations and assumptions, reliable 
quantification of the minimum level of acceleration for exact 
ing medical and Surgical procedures with an 8 g accelerom 
eter requires a minimum (Effective Number Of Bits) ENOB 
of between 16 to 17 bits, or approximately 16.5 binary bits of 
resolution. The term effective number of bits, is a figure of 
merit that is calculated from signal-to-noise plus distortion 
(SINAD). A resolution of approximately one tenth of the 
minimum level of acceleration is conservatively adequate. To 
have three or more bits of additional resolution at the mini 
mum level of acceleration requires an effective number of bits 
of 20. This is adequate for tracking intentional movement of 
the torso, arm, wrist, and hand motion defined during exact 
ing medical and Surgical procedures. 
0085. The assumptions about intentional human move 
ments may also be used as a basis for defining the required tilt 
sensitivity for guiding the movement of the motion and ori 
entation sensing module or device. A conservative assump 
tion of tilt sensitivity requirements of an accelerometer or 
accelerometers can be calculated by once again assuming a 
precision orientation requirement of +0.1 millimeters with 
respect to the central +0.5 mm of the target orientation. The 
required precision of the least significant bit is approximately 
980.66 micrometer/s2. For an 8 g accelerometer this requires 
in an ENOB greater 17.5 to achieve a resolution of one-tenth 
of the minimum required resolution. This equivalent number 
of bits is less than the resolution required for motion detec 
tion. Therefore circuitry that adequately detects, quantizes, 
and processes motion data will be more than adequate for tilt 
data as well. 

I0086 A conservative assumption of sensitivity to yaw 
achieved by a pair of triaxial accelerometers can be calculated 
based on the previous assumption of the precision of each 
accelerometer. This assumption may be restated that each of 
the two triaxial accelerometers achieves a precision of +0.1 
millimeters when used to calculate positional location, or 
slightly greater than ta mils. Applying this assumption, an 
example device having two triaxial accelerometer die sepa 
rated by one inch, center to center, along the longitudinal axis 
of the motion and orientation sensing module or device can 
conservatively achieve a precision in detection and quantiza 
tion of yaw of 13.75 arcminutes. Therefore these assumptions 
on the precision of intentional human movements produce 
consistent results for detection and quantization of yaw. Since 
the precision of measurements of relative distance and orien 
tation is likely to be higher than absolute measurements, 
acceleration sensing elements and circuitry that adequately 
detects, quantizes, and processes movement data will be more 
than adequate for yaw data as well. 
I0087. This estimated requirement of an ENOB of 20 is 
based on multiple worst case assumptions. These assump 
tions include the worst case maximum and minimum rates of 
acceleration, the worst case maximum and minimum speeds 
of movement, and the worst case level of required precision 
for both linear movement and orientation. Obviously this is 
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intended to maximize patient safety as well as contribute to 
the achievement of highly effective outcomes of medical and 
Surgical procedures. 
I0088. Twenty bits of effective resolution is approximately 
one part per million (ppm). Accuracy in the ppm range and 
requires high precision circuitry and components. The 
requirements of the design, production, and test of precision 
circuitry of this level of precision are well understood and 
appropriate approaches are well developed in the electronics 
industry. This level of resolution may help contribute to the 
advancement of the precision, repeatability, and documenta 
tion of current manual approaches to controlling the move 
ment and orientation of probes, instruments, instruments, 
alignment jigs or cutting blocks, or similar apparatus, or 
implants, prostheses or prosthetic components, in medical 
procedures. 
0089. The model of human arm movement outlined here is 
also applicable to robotic arm movement as well. These 
movements, especially in the presence of human participants, 
must not endangerhumans within the span of the robotic arm. 
Therefore constraining it to perform tasks within the limits of 
human movement may be a reasonable safety precaution. If 
this constraint is not required, the requirements defined in this 
description can readily be extrapolated to cover broader 
requirements for controlling the movement of a robotic arm 
and gripper. Also, operating a robotic arm and gripper, and the 
associated motion and orientation module or device, in servo 
mode can enable even greater levels of accuracy and preci 
sion. A robotically assisted extension of some medical and 
Surgical procedures may enhance consistency of outcomes as 
Some literature on robotic-assisted procedures asserts. 
0090. In addition to estimating the levels of acceleration 
and range of frequencies that must to be measured as well as 
the required sampling frequency and resolution of measure 
ments, determining the selection criteria for accelerometers 
and analog to digital converters (ADC) requires knowledge of 
accelerometer and analog to digital conversion operations 
and performance. There are several types of accelerometers. 
Common types of accelerometers include: capacitive accel 
erometers and piezoresistive accelerometers. 
0091 Capacitive accelerometers have a moveable micro 
machined feature that acts as one side of a variable capacitor 
with respect to a fixed structure within the integrated circuit 
die. Movement of the integrated circuit causes displacement 
of this moveable structure resulting in a change in the level of 
capacitance that is proportional to acceleration, including 
gravity. 
0092 Piezoresistive accelerometers are based on a beam 
or micromachined feature whose resistance changes as it is 
flexed by movement of the proof mass. Movement of the 
proof mass is proportional to acceleration, including gravity. 
(0093 Bulk MEMS capacitive and piezoresistive acceler 
ometers can have some of the highest accuracy specifications 
of the commonly available accelerometer technologies for 
general linear accelerometer applications. 
0094 Piezoelectric accelerometers are dynamic acceler 
ometers having a crystal sensing element that emits a charge 
when compressed by movement of the proof mass. 
0.095 Magnetoresistive accelerometers convert accelera 
tion to an electrical signal by measuring the resistance of a 
material whose resistivity changes with changes in the Sur 
rounding magnetic field. 
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0.096 Hall Effect sensors convert acceleration to an elec 
trical signal by sensing changes in the Surrounding magnetic 
field. 

0097. A thermoelectric accelerometer uses heated gas 
molecules to detect acceleration. Thermocouples are placed 
opposite four sides of a heat Source Suspended within a cavity. 
Under Zerog, the temperature is the same at all fourthermo 
couples. Acceleration in any direction will cause the tempera 
ture profile to become asymmetrical creating differences in 
output Voltages of individual thermocouples proportional to 
the acceleration. 

0098. An optoelectronic accelerometer uses an optical 
position sensor (OPS) or position sensitive detector (PSD), to 
provide an analog output Voltage from a photodiode Surface 
that is proportional to the position and movement of the 
centroid of a spot of light influenced by the movement of a 
proof mass. 
0099. An interferometric accelerometer detects the move 
ment of the proof mass with an interferometric fiber optic 
SSO. 

0100 Microelectromechanical (MEMS) accelerometers 
are rugged, low cost and Small in size. They may be discrete 
components or fabricated as either surface or bulk MEMS 
structures within integrated circuits. The individual outputs 
of each accelerometer integrated within an integrated circuit 
die or multi-circuit package may be oriented along each of 
axis of the Cartesian coordinates. The output from these 
acceleration sensing structures may be analog electrical 
parameters or signals, output frequencies, pulse interval 
modulation streams, or digital values from an analog to digi 
tal convertor. More complex integrated circuits may include 
additional functions integrated within the individual inte 
grated circuit chip or die. 
0101. Just as an accelerometer converts physical accelera 
tion into electrical signals or changes in electrical parameters, 
the output of an accelerometer can be converted into digital 
data that can be processed by logic circuits. Conversion from 
analog signals to digital orbinary values inherently involves 
comparator action where the value of the analog Voltage at 
Some point in time is compared with some standard. Basic 
analog to digital conversion circuits include: Successive-ap 
proximation; sigma-delta; flash, parallel, or direct conver 
sion; pipeline; digital ramp; and various implementations of 
slope analog to digital conversion circuits. Resolution is a 
critical parameter that can drive the selection of specific ana 
log to digital conversion circuits in many applications. 
Another parameter that can be critical in some applications is 
sample frequency or conversion rates. Pipeline and flash 
ADCs may be selected for these applications. 
0102. Other functions can also be included within a 
motion and orientation sensing module or device. For wire 
less operation telemetry circuitry, or telemetry circuit and 
antenna is required. Also, Some form of control logic is 
required to coordinate the operation of the circuitry and sen 
sors to assure the data from the acceleration sensing struc 
tures is transmitted Successfully to an external computer sys 
tem. This control logic may require inputs from the user and 
Some form of touch sensitive input structures or functions are 
required. Obviously all these sensors and circuitry require 
power to operate. Therefore a power Source, such as a battery 
or large-value capacitor, as well as some form of ON/OFF, 
START/STOP switching structure is required. 
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0103 Critical factors that can affect the accuracy and reso 
lution of the measurement of acceleration and tilt include: 
mechanical instability and electrical noise. 
0104 Mechanical instability or loose components or wir 
ing can cause mechanical noise that is picked up by an accel 
erometer, or can even result in erroneous or spurious move 
ment of the acceleration sensors element within an 
accelerometer, creating spurious acceleration and tilt data. 
01.05 Electrical noise can limit the ENOB of the data 
conversion processing chain composed of the acceleration 
sensors, conversion to digital signals, and interference affect 
ing telemetry transmissions. ADCs and signal conditioning 
circuitry may generate noise internally. Also cross talk or 
digital circuitry may create noise on power Supply conductors 
shared with other circuitry. 
0106 High-precision analog semiconductor devices are 
sensitive to physical stress at the die and packaged circuit 
levels. 
0107 Thermoelectric voltages, the Seebeck effect, can be 
generated at junctions of dissimilar metals. Generated Volt 
ages can be as large as a millivolt for a change in temperature 
of one degree centigrade. 
0108. As with all precision circuits, drift of temperature 
sensitive elements within the electronic components and Sub 
strate can be a major source of error. 
0109 Long-term stability can also be a factor affecting the 
performance of high precision sensors and analog circuits as 
they undergo long-term age-related changes. 
0110 Variations in Supply voltage can also affect the con 
version of the amplitudes and directions of acceleration and 
tilt to binary outputs. In some circuits a major potential for 
error in the analog to digital conversion process is the lack of 
high-precision reference Voltages. 
0111 Methods for addressing these issues are well 
defined. The evaluation and application of selected design 
approaches that can mitigate or eliminate the impact of indi 
vidual sources of inaccuracy and level of resolution are well 
known and can Support the attainment of ppm performance. 
0112 Motion and tilt sensing modules and devices must 
have high levels of mechanical integrity. At least one embodi 
ment is less than a cubic centimeter, that expert mechanical 
design, mature electronic manufacturing methods, and care 
ful selection of materials used for the substrate and enclosure 
can assure the required level of mechanical integrity and 
stability. This includes securely mounting all components, 
the Substrate, and all wiring so that accelerometers are only 
subjected to external sources of motion or vibration. 
0113. Likewise the connection between the motion and 
orientation of the sensing module or device and the probe, 
tool, instrument, or similar apparatus it is attached to, affixed 
on, or embedded or integrated within, must have high integ 
rity and stability. The Small size also facilitates attaching 
motion and orientation module or device to, affixing it on, or 
embedding or integrating it within, a probe, tool, instrument, 
alignment jigs or cutting blocks, or other similar apparatus. It 
can then be calibrated to provide accurate data on the move 
ment and orientation of the probe, instrument, or instrument 
while it is moved to simulate worst case usage. This calibra 
tion information can be stored within the circuitry of the 
motion and orientation module or device and used in conjunc 
tion with an auto-calibration procedure to assure the required 
accuracy and precision. 
0114. Also, the mechanical design and manufacture of the 
Substrate and enclosure must assure highly accurate orienta 
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tion of the acceleration sensors within the motion and orien 
tation sensing module or device. To achieve the greatest reso 
lution, the integrated circuit or circuits containing 
accelerometers can be mounted with the sensitive axes either 
parallel or normal to the plane of movement, depending on the 
mechanical design of the sensor. Tilt measurements are also 
sensitive to the orientation of the sensor. These measurements 
are most sensitive when the accelerometer is in its 0 g orien 
tation. As a DC accelerometer's sensitive axis is tilted from 
pointing horizontal to Vertical, the influence of gravity varies 
as a function of the sine of the angle between the horizon and 
the accelerometer's sensitive axis. Therefore any errors in the 
mounting of DC accelerometers are highly significant. The 
Substrate can be mounted within the motion and orientation 
sensing module or device for maximum sensitivity when it is 
in its final position on or within the instrument, probe, instru 
ment, alignment jigs or cutting blocks, or similar apparatus. 
0115. In at least one embodiment noise reduction and 
noise canceling measures can be included in the design. This 
includes incorporating filtering, dithering, oversampling, and 
decimation functions in the analog signal to digital code 
conversion process. The likelihood of an analog signal being 
exactly equal to a digital value is Small. Therefore a combi 
nation of dithering and oversampling is capable of developing 
an accurate estimate of the actual value of a point on an analog 
waveform to a greater level of resolution than direct sam 
pling. 
0116. Only pure sine waves are harmonic free. Even then, 
non-linearity may create harmonics and intermodulation 
products. Therefore anti-aliasing low-pass filtering is 
required to remove harmonic signals and intermodulation 
products and all other signals above the Nyquist frequency 
that can introduce nonrandom distortions into the over 
sampled, dithered analog waveforms. Dithering an analog 
signal adds a white noise or Gaussian noise component that 
creates a stochastic variable with a mean value of Zero for 
each sample of the analog waveform. The combination of 
dithering and oversampling enables the interpolation of ana 
log values at each point on the analog waveform. Over-Sam 
pling increases the number of discrete samples compromising 
the digitized representation of an analog waveform. The 
greater the sample rate of the analog to digital conversion the 
more accurate the representation of the input signal is when 
the oversampled digital values are recombined. This sample 
rate may be as little as twice the Nyquist frequency as much 
as 256 times the Nyquist frequency. For each desired addi 
tional bit of resolution the analog signal can be oversampled 
by at least four times. 
0117 The oversampled analog-to-digital converted signal 
can be low-pass filtered to limit the effects of quantization 
noise without affecting DC accuracy. Quantization noise is 
inherent in the analog to digital conversion process. It is the 
result of the quantization process as it converts a continuous 
waveform to discrete values. A low pass quantization filter 
can also help attenuate higher frequency mechanical and 
electrical noise and improve the overall signal to noise ratio of 
the physical acceleration to digital code conversion process. 
0118 Decimation is required to digitally down-sample the 
over-sampled digital values by aggregating groups of over 
sampled digital values with the number of digital values 
within each group depending on the down-sampling divisor. 
Each down-sampled digital value is then right shifted to scale 
the answer correctly to the increased level of resolution 
required for the final high-resolution digital values. 
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0119 The combination of anti-alias filtering, dithering, 
oversampling, quantization filtering, and decimation func 
tions can extend the effective number of bits (ENOB) of the 
data conversion chain linking physical acceleration to a digi 
tized waveform by three or more least-significant-bits. This 
may be required to assure ppm resolution in the analog to 
digital conversion process. 
I0120 Well-designed electrical conductor widths, routing, 
partitioning, and shielding on and within the Substrate also 
minimizes noise and cross-talk. 
0121 Expert design and good manufacturing process con 
trol minimizes the level of physical stress placed on inte 
grated circuit die and packaged devices and eliminates this 
potential source of error. 
0.122 The same is true for thermoelectric voltages created 
by the Seebeck effect. The number of junctions of dissimilar 
metals, and the magnitude of thermoelectric Voltages created 
where junctions of dissimilar metals must interface, is mini 
mized by appropriate selection of materials and electronic 
assembly methods. 
I0123 Changes in the temperature of the environment of 
the motion and orientation sensing module or device when it 
is in operation are minimal. First, the environment within 
operating rooms or other sections of healthcare facility are 
carefully maintained. Second, the power consumption of the 
motion and orientation sensing module or device is very low 
and does not materially raise its operating temperature. These 
two factors minimize the changes in temperature of sensitive 
components and effectively eliminate temperature drift as a 
source of error during the relatively brief time the motion and 
orientation sensing module or device is active. 
0.124 Applications wherein the starting location and ori 
entation may be used as the target location and orientation 
provides a Substantial advantage in tracking the progress of 
the motion and orientation sensing module or device. In these 
applications the sum of distances traveled in all three axes is 
Zero and the sum of changes in orientation in all three axes is 
also Zero, the relative values of acceleration and tilt are more 
critical, and the absolute values of acceleration are less criti 
cal. This greatly reduces the impact of many of the factors that 
can adversely impact the accuracy and precision of the con 
version of physical acceleration to digital values. 
0.125 Achieving relative accuracy with high levels of 
resolution is more tractable because even if precision com 
ponents and circuits, as well as reference and Supply Voltages, 
drift slowly over time this will not adversely impact the accu 
racy, or effective number of bits required for relative mea 
Surement results. Therefore aging and temperature changes 
are not major deterrents to ppm performance of the motion 
and orientation sensing module or device during the relatively 
brief time the motion and orientation sensing module or 
device is active. 
0.126 Furthermore, precision electronic sensors and com 
ponents do not age rapidly enough foraging to be a factor in 
their performance within the time required for an individual 
Surgical or medical procedure. Also, because of sterility 
requirements in medical procedures and facilities, the motion 
and orientation sensing modules and devices are limited to 
single-use in many applications. 
I0127. In addition to the accuracy and resolution of the 
conversion of acceleration into electrical signals, the accu 
racy and resolution of the conversion of analog Voltage to 
digital values is key determinate of the ENOB. The perfor 
mance of ADC circuits is dependent on many factors. Speci 
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fications for the various forms of noise, offset, gain, and 
linearity specifications are all critical to achieve ppm perfor 
mance and can be thoroughly reviewed. 
0128. A conservative estimate of the requirements for the 
application of accelerometer technologies for medical appli 
cations indicates these accelerometers must detect changes of 
one millionth of the total capacitance or resistance respec 
tively. Repeatable ppm sensitivity, with no missing codes, in 
an 8 g accelerometer is required to achieve an ENOB of 20. 
This requires the application of multiple measures for 
enhancing the performance of accelerometers, analog to digi 
tal converters, and reference Voltages, including: High reso 
lution capacitive or piezoresistive accelerometers, or a force 
balance, force-feedback, or servo mode operation of variable 
capacitor accelerometers. 
0129 Rationetric operation incorporated into accelerom 
eter and ADC circuits facilitates the conversion of changes in 
acceleration and tilt into binary outputs that are independent 
of drift and variations in Supply and reference Voltages. 
Sigma-delta analog to digital conversion can also be used in 
the ADC circuitry. 
0130. The complete analog to digital conversion process 
can incorporate low pass anti-alias and quantization filtering, 
dithering, oversampling, and decimation functions in the con 
version of physical acceleration to binary outputs with the 
effective number of bits to achieve ppm resolution. Chopper 
stabilization of the ADC inputs can also minimize offset and 
drift. 

0131 Executing an automatic calibration procedure as the 
circuitry is powered-up can mitigate offset and gain errors, 
aging or temperature sensitivities of the sensors and elec 
tronic circuitry, as well as confirming the noise floor and 
battery Voltage and charge of the motion and orientation 
sensing module or device. 
0.132. In addition to the level of integration of the accel 
eration sensors and circuitry, there is also a range of possible 
Software functions that may be integrated into an individual 
motion and orientation sensor module or device. These fea 
tures include detection of several exception conditions, 
including: free-fall, tumbling, spinning, shock, and tap and 
double tap. In addition to the accelerometer or accelerometers 
and ADC, filtering or digital signal processing circuitry can 
be used to detect and quantize the signals necessary for these 
additional functions. This can include low pass and high pass 
filters to discriminate among various types of exception con 
dition signals. 
0.133 Free-fall detection will alert the computer system, 
and the user, if the motion and orientation sensor module or 
device is dropped. A free-fall condition is detected whenever 
the static acceleration average output of all three acceleration 
sensing elements drops to Zero org. Output from the accel 
erometers may still have cyclic dynamic output. This may 
indicate the motion and orientation sensing module or device 
is also tumbling or spinning while it is falling. Whenever any 
of these conditions are detected, it can indicate the need to 
reset and restart the tracking procedure. 
0134. A physical transient or shock is detected whenevera 
high frequency dynamic acceleration signal exceeds a pre-set 
level in one or more axes. Transient detection is based on 
signals from a high pass filter that filters out static accelera 
tion and low speed acceleration signals. This may indicate the 
probe, instrument, or instrument has been Subjected to 
mechanical shock Such as striking, or been struck by, a solid 
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object. It may be appropriate to reset and restart the tracking 
procedure after this condition is detected as well. 
I0135. Obviously acceleration sensors may also be used to 
detect tap and double taps on the motion and orientation 
sensing module or device, or the probe, instrument, or instru 
ment. This capability may enable the surgeon to give START 
and STOP commands without removing his or her hands from 
the probe, instrument, or instrument. 
0.136 These examples of software functions that can be 
used to leverage the flow of information available from the 
dynamic and static sensing of acceleration and tilt illustrate 
the significant real-time utility available, not only by detect 
ing and tracking motion and orientation, but by analyzing its 
features in real time. Leveraging these capabilities maximizes 
the information content of these data streams. 
0.137 There are many possible applications of motion and 
orientation sensing modules or devices in medical and Surgi 
cal procedures. For example, the benefit of trialing may be 
enhanced by the use of a tracking motion and orientation 
sensing module or device. The addition of a second marker 
motion and orientation sensing module or device may 
improve the accuracy and resolution of the replacement of a 
measurement instrument, trial insert, or prosthetic compo 
nent if there is any possibility of even microscopic movement 
by the patient. Data from this market module or device is used 
to track movement and changes in orientation of the target. 
Within a trialing application the tracking motion and orien 
tation sensing modules or devices may be used to track the 
retraction of a measurement instrument, trial insert, or pros 
thetic component. The same motion and orientation sensing 
module or device can then be used to guide the positioning 
and orientation of the chronic implant device in various ortho 
pedic procedures. For example, a spinal disk replacement 
procedure, or a prosthetic implant in any joint, are examples 
that illustrate the application of motion and orientation sens 
ing modules or devices to guide the movement and orienta 
tion of a medical instrument. There are multiple methods a 
chronic implant might be guided back to the precise location 
and orientation identified with the use of a measurement 
instrument, trial insert, or prostheses or prosthetic compo 
nent. 

0.138 Possible approaches can include: a single instru 
ment that precisely grips different trial inserts, or prostheses 
or prosthetic components, as well as the final implant, attach 
ing the same motion and orientation sensing module or device 
to different identical instruments with each one specialized to 
hold different sized trial inserts as well as the final implant, 
two instruments, each having a separate motion and orienta 
tion device. One instrument optimized for holding trial inserts 
or prostheses or prosthetic components, and a second instru 
ment optimized for holding the chronic implant. When the 
instruments are placed in precise physical contact a signal is 
generated and the computer Software computes the location 
and orientation of the second instrument based on the location 
and orientation of the first instrument. 

0.139. The addition of a motion and orientation sensing 
module or device to a generic instrument illustrates how it 
may be used to assist in guiding the positioning and orienting 
the replacement disk accurately within a patient's spine. In 
addition to a generic instrument having a motion and orien 
tation sensing device, this example also illustrates the role 
computer hardware and software provide to the development 
of a systems solution. If the implant site in this example 
application cannot be assured to be absolutely fixed, a second, 
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marker, motion and orientation sensing device can be pinned 
to the patient’s body near enough to the implant site that its 
position and orientation are fixed with respect to the site of the 
implant. The data from this second device can be used to 
adjust the target location So it continues to accurately corre 
spond with the implant site even if it is moving slightly. This 
will assure the accuracy of the positioning and orientating of 
the implant within the required level of precision. 
0140 Various example embodiments of example motion 
and orientation sensing modules or devices, an example 
application of a disk replacement procedure, example flow 
charts of an example approach to the process and role of 
Software within the procedure, as well as example computer 
display images, are illustrated in the following figures. 
0141. The following figures will be used to describe non 
limiting examples of a subset of possible embodiments. FIG. 
1 is a simplified view 2000 of a physician holding an embodi 
ment of a Surgical tracking system including a motion and 
orientation sensing device (e.g., a Surgical device holder por 
tion of a Surgical tracking system) with a computer display 
(e.g., a Surgical tracking display system) of its location and 
orientation at Some distance from a pre-specified target. FIG. 
1 illustrates the use of real-time data from an example wire 
less motion and orientation sensing device to provide real 
time visual feedback to aid a physician to guide a medical 
probe or instrument to a predefined location and contacting 
that location at a predefined orientation. In this example a 
sagittal view of knee joint 2004 is used as an illustration of an 
anatomical feature defining a target location and orientation. 
Computer display 2016, connected to computer 2014 (op 
tionally including a processor that can process tracking data), 
having computer keyboard 2010 and computer mouse 2012, 
displays image 2020 of a target location within knee joint 
2004. Computer display 2016 also displays image 2018 of the 
target orientation within knee joint 2004. For example phy 
sician 2002 holds a medical instrument 2008 (surgical device) 
having an example embodiment of a motion and orientation 
sensing device 2006 (surgical device holder). Physician 2002 
is prepared to move instrument 2008 to the target location and 
orientation withinknee joint 2004. The example embodiment 
of a motion and orientation sensing device 2006 detects, 
quantizes, and transmits movement, tilt, and yaw data to 
computer 2014 (e.g., the computer display of a Surgical track 
ing display system). This data will begin updating images 
2018, 2020 on display screen 2016 as physician 2002 begins 
to move instrument 2008. 

0142 FIG. 2 is a simplified view 2100 of a physician 
holding an embodiment of a Surgical tracking system includ 
ing a motion and orientation sensing device (e.g., Surgical 
device holder) with a computer display (e.g., the computer 
display of a Surgical tracking display system) of its location 
and orientation approaching a pre-specified target. FIG. 2 
illustrates the use of tracking data from an example wireless 
motion and orientation sensing device to provide real-time 
visual feedback to aid a physician to guide a medical probe or 
instrument to a predefined location and contacting that loca 
tion at a predefined orientation. In this example knee joint 
2004 is used as an illustration of an anatomical feature having 
an example a target location and orientation. Computer dis 
play 2016, connected to computer 2014, having computer 
keyboard 2010 and computer mouse 2012, displays image 
2120 of the target location within knee joint 2004. Computer 
display 2016 also displays an image 2118 of the target orien 
tation within knee joint 2204. Example physician 2002 holds 
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an example medical instrument 2008 having an example 
embodiment of a motion and orientation sensing device 2006 
that detects, quantizes, and transmits movement, tilt, and yaw 
data to computer 2014. As physician 2002 moves example 
medical instrument 2008 motion and orientation sensing 
device 2006 transmits tracking data to computer 2014. 
Images of relative orientation 2118 and location 2120 on 
computer display 2016 are updated in real time. This enables 
physician 2002 to judge the difference in location and orien 
tation between instrument 2008 and the target location and 
orientation within knee joint 2004 while he or she continues 
to move instrument 2008. Updates of images 2118, 2120 on 
computer display 2016 continually reflect the movement of 
medical instrument 2008 until it reaches the target location 
and orientation with the patient’s knee 2004. The combina 
tion of motion and orientation sensing device 2006 and real 
time updates of images 2118 and 2120 on computer display 
2016 aids a user (e.g. physician) 2002 to accurately guide 
instrument 2008 precisely to the target location and orienta 
tion within knee joint 2204. 
0143 FIG. 3 is a simplified view 2200 of a physician 
holding an embodiment of a Surgical tracking system includ 
ing a motion and orientation sensing device with a computer 
display defining its location and orientation at Some distance 
from a pre-specified target plus a second motion and orienta 
tion sensing device pinned to a patient to track any movement 
of the target. FIG. 3 illustrates the use of real-time data from 
two example wireless motion and orientation sensing devices 
to provide real-time visual feedback to aid a physician to 
guide a medical probe or instrument to a predefined relative 
location and contacting that location at a predefined relative 
orientation. In this example a sagittal view spine 2204 is used 
as an illustration of an anatomical feature having a possible 
target location and orientation 2222. Example physician 2202 
holds example medical instrument 2208 (e.g., Surgical 
device) having an example embodiment of a motion and 
orientation sensing device 2006. In a second embodiment a 
marker motion and orientation sensing device 2223 is affixed 
to the body of patient 2224 in a fixed position and orientation 
with respect to target location and orientation 2222, providing 
movement information that will affect the position and ori 
entation of the target location. Computer display 2016, con 
nected to computer 2014, having computer keyboard 2010 
and computer mouse 2012, displays image 2220 of the dis 
tance between instrument 2208 and target location 2222 on 
spine 2204. Computer display 2016 also displays image 2218 
of the difference between the orientation of instrument 2208 
and the orientation of target location 2222. Physician 2202 is 
prepared to move instrument 2008 to the target location and 
orientation 2222 within spine 2204. The example embodi 
ments of motion and orientation sensing devices 2006, 2223 
will detect, quantize, and transmit movement, tilt, and yaw 
data to computer 2014. Images 2218, 2220 on display screen 
2016 can be updated in real time as physician 2202 begins to 
move instrument 2008. 

014.4 FIG. 4 is a simplified view 2300 of a physician 
holding an instrument having an embodiment of a motion and 
orientation sensing device with a computer display defining 
its location and orientation approaching a pre-specified target 
while a second motion and orientation sensing device pinned 
to a patient tracks any movement of the target. FIG. 4 illus 
trates the use of real-time data from two example wireless 
motion and orientation sensing devices to provide real-time 
visual feedback to aid a physician to guide a medical probe or 
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instrument to a predefined relative and contacting that loca 
tionata predefined orientation. In this example a Sagittal view 
of spine 2204 is used as an illustration of an anatomical 
feature having an example target location 2222. Example 
physician 2202 holds example medical instrument 2208 hav 
ing an example embodiment of a motion and orientation 
sensing device 2006. The example embodiment of a tracking 
motion and orientation sensing device 2006 detects, quan 
tizes, and transmits acceleration, tilt, and yaw data to com 
puter 2014 in real time as physician 2202 moves example 
medical instrument 2208. Simultaneously, example embodi 
ment of a marker motion and orientation sensing device 2223 
detects, quantizes, and transmits acceleration, tilt, and yaw 
data to computer 2014 in real time as spine 2204 of patient 
2224 moves, even microscopically. Computer display 2016, 
connected to computer 2014, having computer keyboard 
2010 and computer mouse 2012, displays image 2320 of the 
relative position of instrument 2208 with respect to target 
location 2222 on spine 2204. Computer display 2016 also 
displays image 2318 of the relative orientation of instrument 
2208 with respect to the orientation of target location 2222. 
The images of the target location 2320 and the orientation of 
the target 2318 on display screen 2016 are updated in real 
time with data from example marker motion and orientation 
sensing device 2223. Updating image 2320 in real time with 
data collected from both example motion and orientation 
sensing devices 2006, 2223 enables physician 2202 to accu 
rately judge the distance between the leading edge of instru 
ment 2208 and target location 2222 even if the target location 
is not absolutely fixed. Simultaneously, updating image 2318 
in real time with data collected from both example motion and 
orientation sensing devices 2006, 2223 enables physician 
2202 to accurately judge the difference in orientation between 
instrument 2208 and target location 2222 even if the target 
location is not fixed. The combination of example motion and 
orientation sensing devices 2006, 2223 and real-time updates 
of images 2318 and 2320 on computer display 2016 aids 
physician 2202 to accurately guide instrument 2208 to target 
location 2222 within spine 2204 with the required orientation 
and precision even if target location is fixed or moving slowly 
or slightly. 
(0145 FIG. 5 is a simplified perspective view 2400 of an 
example of a motion and orientation sensing device, a cover 
for the device, and an instrument into which a motion and 
orientation sensing device may be placed. FIG. 5 illustrates a 
simplified perspective exploded view of an example medical 
instrument and an example motion and orientation sensing 
device, prior to assembly. The example motion and orienta 
tion sensing device 2006 detects, quantizes, and transmits 
data defining the movement, tilt, and yaw of example medical 
instrument 2402. In this exploded view of example medical 
instrument 2402 having cavity 2404 and cover 2414 sized to 
hold example motion and orientation sensing device 2006 
securely within its handle 2406. When assembled, example 
medical instrument 2402 having shaft 2408 and coupling 
2410 may be used to track the movement and orientation of 
example medical inserts or prosthetic components or 
implants held in interchangeable heads mounted on coupling 
2410. 

0146 FIG. 6A is a simplified perspective view 2500 of an 
example instrument having an example motion and orienta 
tion sensing device, a cover for the device, an interchangeable 
head, and an example insert or implant that may be held by the 
instrument. FIG. 6A illustrates a simplified perspective 
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exploded view of an example medical instrument prior to 
assembly with an example motion and orientation sensing 
device, interchangeable head, and example medical insert or 
prosthetic component or implant. The example motion and 
orientation sensing device 2006 detects, quantizes, and trans 
mits data defining the movement, tilt, and yaw of an example 
medical insert, implant, prosthetic component or prostheses 
2518. In this exploded view of example medical instrument 
2402 having cavity 2404 and cover 2414 sized to hold 
example motion and orientation sensing device 2006 securely 
within its handle 2406. Example interchangeable head 2516 
may be attached to medical instrument 2402 by plugging its 
base onto coupling 2410 on the end of shaft 2408. Example 
interchangeable head 2516 may be used to hold example 
medical inserts, prosthetic components, prostheses, or 
implants 2518. This completed assembly may be used to track 
the movement and orientation of an example medical 
example medical insert, prosthetic component, prostheses, or 
implant 2518 in real time. 
0147 FIG. 6B illustrates a simplified perspective view of 
an assembled example medical instrument having an example 
motion and orientation sensing device for tracking its move 
ment and orientation, an interchangeable head, and an 
example medical insert or prosthetic component or implant 
held by the instrument. When assembled the medical instru 
ment 2402 having example motion and orientation sensing 
device 2006 may be used to track the movement and changes 
in orientation of example medical insert, prosthetic compo 
nent, prostheses, or implant 2518. The example motion and 
orientation sensing device 2006 detects, quantizes, and trans 
mits data defining the movement, tilt, and yaw of example 
medical insert, prosthetic component, prostheses, or implant 
2518 in real time. Example medical instrument 2402 having 
handle 2406 and shaft 2408, plus cover 2414 securing 
example motion and orientation sensing device 2006, may be 
used to track changes in the location and orientation of medi 
cal insert, prosthetic component, prostheses, or implant 2518 
when positioned securely 2520 within interchangeable head 
2516. 

0148 FIG. 7 is a simplified example top-level flow chart of 
the steps performed by an example system having an embodi 
ment of the motion and orientation sensing module or device 
and a computer system for guiding an instrument to return to 
its initial position. FIG. 7 illustrates a simplified example flow 
chart of the steps performed by an example system having an 
embodiment of the motion and orientation sensing module or 
device with a real-time display to aid a user in guiding a 
probe, instrument, alignment jigs or cutting blocks, or similar 
apparatus having a motion and orientation sensing module or 
device integrated or embedded into, affixed onto, or attached 
to it. The instrument may be locally or remotely controlled to 
accurately orient and position its active tip or member to 
return precisely to its initial position and orientation. If a 
second, or marker, example motion and orientation sensing 
device is positioned to track any change in location or orien 
tation of the target, that device will be referred to as a marker 
device and the motion and orientation sensing module or 
device used for tracking movement and changes in orienta 
tion of a probe, tool, instrument, alignment jigs or cutting 
blocks, or similar apparatus will be referred to as a tracking 
device. The relationships among the nine top-level functions 
required to perform the tracking procedure include actions by 
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the user, processes executed by the motion and orientation 
sensing module or device, and software procedures executed 
by the computer system. 
0149. In step 2600 a top level software transfers control to 
subordinate routines and functions as required to perform the 
tracking procedure. 
0150. In step 2602 the user prepares for tracking a probe, 
tool, instrument, or alignment jigs or cutting blocks, or simi 
lar apparatus, by defining the target location and orientation, 
and powering the motion and orientation sensing module or 
device 2700. Powering-up the motion and orientation sensing 
module or device may be as simple as pressing a START 
button or icon, or double-tapping the handle of the case of the 
motion and orientation sensing module or device or the 
handle of the associated probe, tool, instrument, or alignment 
jigs or cutting blocks, or similar apparatus. 
0151. In step 2604 control is transferred to the motion and 
orientation sensing module or device to execute its power up 
procedure 2800 and transmit the results to the computer. 
0152. In step 2606 control is transferred to software rou 
tine 2900 that directs the example motion and orientation 
sensing module or device to quantify and transmit the initial 
orientation tracking data point and the corresponding static 
acceleration of gravity to the computer. 
0153. In step 2608 control is transferred to software rou 
tine 3000 that directs the example motion and orientation 
sensing module or device to detect initial movement and 
transmit the second tracking data point to the computer. 
0154) In step 2610 control is transferred to software rou 
tine 3100 that directs the example motion and orientation 
sensing module or device to detect and transmit tracking data 
for motion and orientation samples two through one-hundred 
to the computer. 
0155. In step 2612 control is transferred to software rou 
tine 3200 that directs the computer to calculate and display 
the trajectory and orientation of the motion and orientation 
sensing module or device through the first one hundred data 
tracking points. 
0156. In step 2614 control is transferred to software rou 
tine 3300 that calculates and displays the trajectory and ori 
entation of the motion and orientation sensing module or 
device through each additional successive movement and 
orientation data point. 
0157. In step 2616 if the motion and orientation sensing 
module or device detects an exception condition it signals an 
alarm that triggers an alert by the computer. Also, if the user 
elects to stop tracking, or the tracking procedure is com 
pleted, needs to be restarted, or can be aborted, control is 
transferred to the exception processing routine 3500. 
0158 FIG. 8 illustrates a simplified example flow chart of 
the steps performed by a physician, Surgeon, or other user 
preparing to use an example embodiment of the motion and 
orientation sensing module or device to guide a medical 
instrument to return to its initial location and orientation. 
0159. In step 2700 the user is alerted by the computer 
display that the control software is in the proper state for the 
preparation of the example motion and orientation sensing 
module or device. 
(0160. In step 2702 the user begins the preparations for 
tracking a probe, instrument, alignment jigs or cutting blocks, 
or similar apparatus by identifying the target location and 
orientation. The user selects the appropriate probe, instru 
ment, or similar apparatus for the procedure to be performed 
and prepares it for its role in the procedure. The user also 
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prepares to apply the motion and orientation sensing module 
or device positioned, affixed, or integrated on or within the 
probe, instrument, or similar apparatus. 
(0161 In step 2704 the user powers up the motion and 
orientation sensing module or device when it is attached or 
affixed to, embedded in, or integrated with the appropriate 
probe, instrument, alignment jigs or cutting blocks, or similar 
apparatus. The user confirms the computer, telemetry 
receiver, and motion and orientation sensing module or 
device are powered up and ready to use. Powering up the 
motion and orientation sensing module or modules or device 
or devices may be as simple as pressing a POWER button or 
icon on the handle or case of each motion and orientation 
sensing module or device or tapping the handle of the asso 
ciated instrument. 
(0162. In step 2706 the user checks the screen of the com 
puter and confirms that the telemetry link between the com 
puter and each motion and orientation sensing module or 
device is operational. 
0163. In step 2708 the user checks the screen of the com 
puter and confirms that each motion and orientation sensing 
module or device has adequate battery voltage and charge, the 
temperature is within elements, the auto-calibration proce 
dure was successful, and the identification code is correct. 
(0164. In step 2710 the user inputs initial audio, graphic, 
annotations, notes, attachments, and other information into 
the electronic health record being assembled on the computer 
for this procedure on this patient. 
0.165. In step 2712 the user positions the instrument, and 
the marker device if one is needed, in the desired locations 
and orientations and initiates tracking. Initiating tracking 
may be as simple as pressing each START button or icon a 
second time, or double-tapping the handle of the handle of the 
instrument a second time. 
(0166 In step 2714 the user withdraws the instrument from 
the selected target location and orientation after confirming 
that the target location and orientation has registered with the 
computer. The user continually monitors the computer dis 
play for any alarm conditions and taking any appropriate 
actions or entering appropriate instructions or data to the 
computer as required. 
0167. In step 2716 the user moves the instrument to its 
interim position while continuing to monitor the computer 
display for any alarm conditions and taking any appropriate 
actions or entering appropriate instructions or data to the 
computer as required. 
(0168. In step 2718 the user makes the prescribed adjust 
ments, changes, or replacements to the instrument or its pay 
load while continuing to monitor the computer display for any 
alarm conditions and taking any appropriate actions or enter 
ing appropriate instructions or data to the computer as 
required. 
0169. In step 2720 the user moves the instrument back to 

its initial position and performs the prescribed actions at the 
target location and orientation while continuing to monitor 
the computer display for any alarm conditions and taking any 
appropriate actions or entering appropriate instructions or 
data to the computer as required. 
(0170. In step 2722 the user terminates tracking with a 
STOP button, icon, or double tap on the motion and orienta 
tion sensing module or device or tapping the handle of the 
instrument. This transfers control to the Exception Processing 
routine 3500. Within that procedure the user inputs any final 
audio, graphic, annotations, notes, attachments, and other 
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information into the electronic health record assembled by 
the computer and stores the file in the appropriate database 
and execution of the tracking procedure is terminated. 
0171 FIG.9 is a simplified example flow chart of the steps 
performed by an example embodiment of the motion and 
orientation sensing module to prepare for tracking of changes 
in its location and orientation. FIG. 9 illustrates a simplified 
example flow chart of the steps performed by an example 
embodiment of each motion and orientation sensing module 
or device to prepare for tracking changes in its location and 
orientation. An automatic calibration procedure is executed 
whenever power is applied to each motion and orientation 
sensing module or device. This assures the accuracy of accel 
erometers by assuring there is no offset Voltage under 0 g 
conditions. It also uses the acceleration of gravity as a second 
calibration point for confirming scale parameters. This 
assures the accuracy of the sensing, conversion, and transmis 
sion of acceleration and tilt in all three axes. The effects of 
offset and gain errors in the ADC are also addressed by the 
automatic calibration routine. Confirming operating tempera 
ture, reference Voltage, and adequate power level during the 
start-up of each motion and orientation sensing module or 
device minimizes the risk of inaccuracies or inconsistent 
tracking operation. 
0172. Whenever a motion and orientation sensing module 
or device is switched on power-up procedure 2800 is 
executed. This includes the steps: 2802 the battery voltage 
and level of charge within each motion and orientation sens 
ing module or device are measured; 2804 each motion and 
orientation sensing module or device transmits an initial 
telemetry signal to the telemetry receiver connected to the 
computer; 2806 does the computer display confirm reception 
of each initial telemetry signal? If not, go to step 2812. This 
will result in the conditional expression at step 2812 to fail 
and control will be transferred to the Exception Processing 
routine 3500. Then 2808 the temperature within each motion 
and orientation sensing module or device is measured; 2810 
the auto-calibration routine within each motion and orienta 
tion sensing module or device is executed; and the control is 
transferred to step 2812 to confirm correct results for all 
start-up tests. In step 2812 Battery Voltage and charge, tem 
perature, and calibration results are checked against specifi 
cation to assure reliable operation of each motion and orien 
tation sensing module or device. If all measurements have the 
required values and telemetry is functional control is trans 
ferred to step 2818. 
0173. In step 2814 if one or more measurements did not 
have the required values, an error code is transmitted to the 
telemetry receiver connected to the computer defining the 
exception condition that has been detected. If the failure 
condition results from failure to establish a telemetry link this 
step will execute without any effect on the computer display. 
0.174. In step 2816 control is transferred to the Exception 
Processing routine 3500. 
0.175. In step 2818 if all measurements are within limits, 
the calibration constants for each motion and orientation 
module or device are updated and stored in nonvolatile 
memory within each device. 
(0176). In step 2820 the data and device ID code of each 
motion and orientation module or device are transmitted to 
the computer. 
0177. In step 2822 control is returned to the control pro 
gram at step 2606. The tracking procedure is now ready to 
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begin as soon as the computer system displays the necessary 
data for the user to verify the ID codes. 
(0178 FIG. 10 is a simplified example flow chart of the 
steps performed by a computer to capture the initial orienta 
tion data point and static acceleration of gravity correspond 
ing to that orientation from an example embodiment of the 
motion and orientation sensing module or device. 
(0179. In step 2900 control is transferred to the software 
routine that performs the necessary actions to capture the data 
point defining the initial orientation of an example probe, 
tool, instrument, or alignment jigs or cutting blocks, or simi 
lar apparatus and a marker motion and orientation sensing 
module or device. 

0180. In step 2902 the computer software monitors the 
output of the telemetry receiver for the command to initiate 
capturing accelerometer data transmitted by the tracking 
motion and orientation sensing module or device. The data 
defining the tilt in the gravity-sensitive axes of each motion 
and orientation sensing module or device are transferred 
through the telemetry receiver. 
0181. In step 2904 when the command to initiate the data 
capturing procedure is received the Software proceeds to the 
next step 2906. 
0182. In step 2906 the computer screen displays a request 
for the user to enter any initial audio, graphic, annotations, 
notes, attachments, or other data input. An electronic health 
record is opened and all forms of the data input by the user are 
stored with the appropriate identifiers and tags. 
0183 In step 2908 each motion and orientation sensing 
module or device starts sampling the static acceleration of 
gravity data defining tilt and the strength of the corresponding 
static acceleration from each accelerometer sensing element 
of the triaxial accelerometers. The software updates the cal 
culated averages of this data for each additional sample. Pub 
lished values of the acceleration of gravity are not used for 
estimating the static component of the accelerometer read 
ings because the actual acceleration of gravity is specific to 
geographic location on the Surface of the earth. 
0184. In step 2.910 if the sigma values of the averages of 
the tilt and static acceleration are too large to achieve the 
required precision of the initial tilt and static acceleration 
values, control is returned to step 2908. When the sigma 
values of the averages of the tilt and static acceleration 
achieve the required precision of the initial tilt and static 
acceleration control is transferred to step 2912. 
0185. In step 2912 the data defining the tilt of the tracking 
motion and orientation sensing module or device is stored in 
the orientation data array of the tracking software. This data 
may be adjusted with respect to the tilt of the tracking motion 
and orientation sensing module or device if a second, marker, 
example motion and orientation sensing device is active. The 
adjusted data from the tracking and marking devices are 
stored. 

0186. In step 2914 the values of the strength of static 
acceleration on each Cartesian axis is stored and Subsequent 
samples of acceleration data are adjusted to estimate the 
dynamic acceleration during each sample period. Because the 
initial location defines the target location, the dynamic accel 
eration and the location values of each device are set to Zero 
for each of the Cartesian coordinates aligned with the Zenith 
and tangents to the surface of the earth. This data for the 
tracking module or device is stored in the acceleration data 
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and location data arrays of the tracking software. The initial 
location of the marker device is also assumed to be 0,0.0 if one 
is in use. 
0187. In step 2916 the computer screen is updated to dis 
play the orientation the target location with the image of the 
instrument having the motion and orientation sensing module 
or device centered on that display. 
0188 In step 2918 the software examines the telemetry 
data to determine ifa STOP command has been received oran 
exception condition detected. 
(0189 In step 2920 whenever a STOP command or excep 
tion condition has been detected, control is passed to the 
Exception Processing routine 3500. 
(0190. In step 2922 if no STOP command has been 
received and no exception condition detected, the control is 
returned to the top level of the tracking Software program at 
step 2608. 
(0191 FIG. 11 is a simplified example flow chart of the 
steps performed by a computer to capture the distance and 
direction of the initial movement of an example embodiment 
of the motion and orientation sensing module or device. 
(0192. In step 3000 control is transferred to the software 
routine that performs the necessary actions to capture the 
second data point defining the initial movement and the 
resulting location and orientation of an example probe, tool, 
instrument, or alignment jigs or cutting blocks, or similar 
apparatus. 
0193 In step 3002 the data defining the acceleration in all 
three Cartesian axes of each motion and orientation sensing 
module or device with respect to the Zenith and tangents to the 
surface of the earth are transferred to the computer through 
the telemetry receiver. If a second, or marker, example motion 
and orientation sensing device is positioned to track any 
change in location or orientation of the target, the acceleration 
data may be adjusted for any changes in the location and 
orientation of the target before the tracking data is stored. 
0194 In step 3004 the data defining the orientation of the 
motion and orientation sensing module or device in all three 
Cartesian axes is stored in the orientation data array. If a 
second, or marker, example motion and orientation sensing 
device is active, the orientation data may be adjusted for any 
changes in the orientation of the target before the tracking 
data is stored. 
(0195 In step 3006 the adjusted data defining the level of 
dynamic acceleration along each Cartesian axis are stored in 
the acceleration data array. The net average Velocity along 
each Cartesian axis is calculated for the duration of each 
sample interval. If a second, or marker, example motion and 
orientation sensing device is positioned to track any change in 
location or orientation of the target, this net average Velocity 
may be net of any changes in the location or orientation of the 
marker device. The calculated average net velocity of the 
tracking device with respect to any movement of the target is 
stored in the Velocity data array. 
0196. In step 3008 the net change in distance traveled 
along each Cartesian axis during each sample interval is 
calculated and stored in the location data array. If a second, or 
marker, example motion and orientation sensing device is 
positioned to track any change in location or orientation of the 
target, this net average Velocity will be net of any changes in 
the location or orientation of the target as well. 
(0197). In step 3010 the software examines the telemetry 
data to determine if a STOP command has been received and 
also checks if an exception condition has been detected. 
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(0198 In step 3012 whenever a STOP command is 
received, oran exception condition has been detected, control 
is passed to Exception Processing routine 3500. 
(0199. In step 3014 if no STOP command has been 
received or exception condition detected the computer returns 
control to the top level of the tracking Software program at 
step 2610. 
0200 FIG. 12 illustrates a simplified example flow chart 
of the steps performed by the motion and orientation sensing 
module or device in conjunction with the computer to capture 
the initial 100 movements of an example embodiment of the 
tracking motion and orientation sensing module or device. 
0201 In step 3100 control is transferred to the software 
routine that performs the necessary actions to collect data 
points 2 through 100 defining the movement, location, and 
orientation of an example probe, tool, instrument, or align 
ment jigs or cutting blocks, or similar apparatus. If a marker 
device is active, the data may be adjusted based on movement 
or changes in orientation of the target. 
0202 In step 3102 each motion and orientation sensing 
module or device samples the dynamic accelerometer data 
every 10 milliseconds. 
0203. In step 3104 the dynamic acceleration and tilt data in 

all three Cartesian axes, defined with respect to the Zenith and 
tangents to the Surface of the earth, of the tracking motion and 
orientation sensing module or device are transferred to the 
computer through the telemetry receiver. If there is an 
example marker motion and orientation sensing device, data 
from tracking device may be adjusted to account for any 
movement or change in the location or orientation of the 
target before the data are transmitted. 
0204. In step 3106 the data defining the net levels of 
dynamic acceleration and tilt of the example tracking motion 
and orientation sensing module or device in all three Carte 
sian axes is stored in the acceleration and orientation data 
arrays. If an example marker motion and orientation sensing 
device is used in the procedure, the dynamic acceleration and 
orientation data can be adjusted for any changes in the loca 
tion and orientation of the target. 
0205. In step 3.108 the data defining the net average veloc 
ity along each Cartesian axis is calculated for the duration of 
each sample interval. The calculated average net Velocity is 
stored in the Velocity data array. 
0206. In step 3110 the net change in distance traveled 
along each Cartesian axis during each sample interval is 
calculated and stored in the location data array. 
0207. In step 3112 the software examines the telemetry 
data to determine if a STOP command has been received or 
the time without receiving data from the telemetry receiver 
has been exceeded. 

0208. In step 3114 whenever a timeout or other exception 
condition is detected, or the STOP command is received, 
control is passed to the Exception Processing routine 3500. 
0209. In step 3116 if all 100 tracking data points have not 
been captured, control is transferred to step 3102 to continue 
sampling the accelerometer data. 
0210. In step 3118 if no STOP command has been 
received, or exception condition detected, the computer 
returns control to the top level of the tracking software routine 
at step 2612. 
0211 FIG. 13 is a simplified example flow chart of the 
steps performed by a computer to analyze and display the 
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initial 100 movements and changes in orientation of an 
example embodiment of the motion and orientation sensing 
module or device. 
0212. In step 3200 control is transferred to the software 
routine that performs the necessary actions to analyze and 
display the first 100 data points defining the movement, loca 
tion, and orientation of an example probe, tool, instrument, or 
alignment jigs or cutting blocks, or similar apparatus. 
0213. In step 3202 the distance between the active end of 
the instrument and the target location is calculated by the 
computer for each sample data point and stored in the distance 
array. If a second, or marker, example motion and orientation 
sensing device is positioned to track any change in location or 
orientation of the target, the location data may previously 
have been adjusted for any changes in the location of the 
target before the real-time display is updated. 
0214. In step 3204 the computer calculates and stores the 
difference of orientation between the active end of the instru 
ment and the target orientation in the orientation array. If a 
second, or marker, example motion and orientation sensing 
device is positioned to track any change in orientation of the 
target, the orientation data may previously have been adjusted 
for any changes in the orientation of the target before the 
real-time display is updated. 
0215. In step 3206 if the net distance less than 5-percent of 
the scale of the display the display can be re-scaled to improve 
the visibility of the relative locations and orientations of the 
instrument and the target. 
0216) In step 3208 if the net distance greater than 50-per 
cent of the scale of the display the display can be re-scaled to 
improve the visibility of the relative locations and orienta 
tions of the instrument and the target. 
0217. In step 3210 if the net distance greater than 90-per 
cent of the maximum scale of the display an exception con 
dition may exist and exception processing may be required. 
0218. In step 3212 the computer software rescales the 
real-time display to assure effective visibility of the move 
ment and changes in orientation of the motion and orientation 
sensing module or device whenever the net distance is less 
than 5-percent or greater than 50-percent of the scale of the 
display. 
0219. In step 3214 whenever the distance is greater than 
90-percent of the maximum scale of the display or an excep 
tion condition is detected, control is passed to the Exception 
Processing routine 3500. 
0220. In step 3216 the computer displays the trajectory of 
the motion and orientation of the active end of the instrument 
with respect to the target location and orientation for each of 
the first 100 data points. 
0221. In step 3218 the tracking software running on the 
computer checks if 100 data samples have been processed. If 
equal to or greater than 100 data points the computer returns 
control to the top level of the tracking software at step 2614. 
0222 FIG. 14 illustrates a simplified example flow chart 
of the steps performed by each motion and orientation sens 
ing module or device in conjunction with the computer to 
analyze each additional movement and change in orientation 
beyond the first 100 tracking data samples of an instrument, 
probe, instrument, or equivalent equipment. 
0223) In step 3300 control is transferred to the software 
routine that performs the necessary actions to collect and 
display all remaining data points defining the movement, 
location, and orientation of an example probe, tool, instru 
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ment, or alignment jigs or cutting blocks, or similar apparatus 
with respect to the target location and orientation in real time. 
0224. In step 3302 the motion and orientation sensing 
module or device continues to sample the dynamic accelera 
tion data every 10 milliseconds throughout the tracking pro 
cedure and transmits the data to the telemetry receiver con 
nected to the computer. If a second, or marker, example 
motion and orientation sensing device is positioned to track 
any change in location or orientation of the target, the orien 
tation and dynamic acceleration data from that device is also 
sampled every 10 milliseconds. The data from the tracking 
device is adjusted by the data from the marker device to 
account for any changes in the orientation and location of the 
target. The adjusted data is transmitted to the telemetry 
receiver connected to the computer. 
0225. In step 3304 the orientation and dynamic accelera 
tion data for all three Cartesian axes with respect to the Zenith 
and tangents to the surface of the earth from all three accel 
erometers is analyzed by the computer for real-time display. 
The adjusted data is stored in the orientation and acceleration 
data arrays. 
0226. In step 3306 the data defining the net average veloc 
ity along each Cartesian axis is calculated for the duration of 
each sample interval and stored in the Velocity data array. 
0227. In step 3308 the data defining the net change in 
distance traveled along each Cartesian axis during each 
sample interval is calculated and stored in the location data 
array. 

0228. In step 3312 control is passed to the Display Track 
ing Data routine 3400. 
0229. In step 3314 when control returns from the Display 
Tracking Date routine 3400, the software examines the telem 
etry data to determine ifa STOP command has been received, 
an exception condition detected, or the time without receiving 
data from the telemetry receiver has been exceeded. 
0230. In step 3316 whenever an exception condition is 
detected, a timeout condition occurs, or the STOP command 
is received, control is passed to the Exception Processing 
routine 3500. If no exception condition or Stop command is 
detected, control is transferred to step 3312 and data collec 
tion operations are continued. 
0231 FIG. 15 illustrates a simplified example flow chart 
of the steps performed by a computer to display each addi 
tional movement and change in orientation of an example 
embodiment of the motion and orientation sensing module or 
device. If a second, or marker, example motion and orienta 
tion sensing device is positioned to track any change in loca 
tion or orientation of the target, the tracking data can be 
adjusted to account for any movement or change in orienta 
tion of the target. 
0232. In step 3400 control is transferred to the software 
routine that performs the necessary actions to display all 
remaining data points defining the movement, location, and 
orientation of an example probe, tool, instrument, or align 
ment jigs or cutting blocks, or similar apparatus. 
0233. In step 3402 the computer calculates and stores the 
average Velocity, and net direction of movement between 
each pair of data points in the Velocity array. 
0234. In step 3404 the computer calculates and stores the 
net distance traveled between each pair of data points in the 
location array. 
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0235. In step 3406 if the net distance less than 5-percent of 
the scale of the display the display is rescaled to improve the 
visibility of the relative locations and orientations of the 
instrument and the target. 
0236. In step 3408 if the net distance greater than 50-per 
cent of the scale of the display the display is rescaled to 
improve the visibility of the relative locations and orienta 
tions of the instrument and the target. 
0237. In step 3410 if the net distance greater than 90-per 
cent of the maximum scale of the display an exception con 
dition may exist and exception processing may be required. 
0238. In step 3412 the computer software rescales the 
real-time display to assure effective visibility of the move 
ment and changes in orientation of the motion and orientation 
sensing module or device whenever the net distance is less 
than 5-percent or greater than 50-percent of the scale of the 
display. 
0239. In step 3414 whenever the distance is greater than 
90-percent of the maximum scale of the display or an excep 
tion condition is detected, control is passed to the Exception 
Processing 3500 routine. 
0240. In step 3416 the distance and differences in orienta 
tion of the instrument with respect to the target location and 
orientation is plotted on the display screen in real time. 
0241. In step 3418 the computer returns control to Con 
tinue Collecting and Displaying Movement and Orientation 
Tracking Data at step 3312. 
0242 FIG. 16 is a simplified example flow chart of the 
steps performed by a computer to process exception condi 
tions and automatically trigger the shutdown procedure if that 
becomes necessary to protect the integrity of the tracking 
procedure while maintaining data integrity. A simplified 
example flow chart is illustrated of the steps performed by a 
computer to process time-outs, exception conditions, or 
STOP commands. This routine maintains the integrity of the 
data while completing the capture and storage of unprocessed 
tracking data if it is valid. The tracking Software is shut down 
if that becomes necessary to assure the integrity of the track 
ing procedure. 
0243 In step 3500 control is transferred to the software 
routine that performs the necessary actions to process excep 
tion conditions, restart the tracking procedure, or performan 
orderly shutdown of the tracking procedure depending on 
codes included in the call to this routine. 
0244. In step 3502 execution of other software routines is 
Suspended while exception processing is performed. 
0245. In step 3504 the computer checks for the presence of 
any error codes. 
0246. In step 3506 if an error code is active, the computer 
Sounds an alert and displays the error code or codes on the 
display Screen. 
0247. In step 3508 the computer places a question on the 
display Screen asking the user if the current tracking proce 
dure is to be terminated. 

0248. In step 3510 if the answer is no control will be 
returned to the calling routine. 
0249. In step 3512 control is returned to the calling routine 
so collection, processing, and display of the distance and 
difference in orientation between the tracking motion and 
orientation sensing module or device and the target can con 
tinue. 

(0250. In step 3514 if the answer is not 'no' or there is no 
answer, the computer displays a request for, and records, 
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audio, graphic, annotations, notes, attachments, and other 
inputs the user wants appended to the data records of the 
current tracking procedure. 
0251. In step 3516 the computer places a question on the 
display screen asking the user if the current tracking data is 
approved to be added to the record of the current tracking 
procedure. 
0252. In step 3518 if the user approves the current tracking 
data, all associated data records, audio files, graphic files, 
annotations, notes, attachments, and other inputs are stored 
within the record of the current tracking procedure as the first 
step in the shutdown procedure. 
0253) In step 3520 the shutdown procedure continues and 
the computer ceases to update the display. 
0254. In step 3522 the user is reminded to turn off each 
motion and orientation sensing module or device. 
0255. In step 3524 execution of the motion and Orienta 
tion Tracking Software Program 2600 is terminated and the 
shutdown procedure is complete. 
0256 In step 3526 if the current tracking data is not 
approved, all current data records are deleted. 
0257. In step 3528 the computer places a question on the 
display Screen asking the user if the current tracking proce 
dure is to be restarted. If not, Execution of the motion and 
Orientation Tracking Software Program 2600 is terminated 
without saving any of the tracking data or any other records. 
(0258. In step 3530 if the user directs the software to restart 
the tracking procedure, control is transferred to the routine for 
Prepare Motion and Orientation Sensing operation 2700 and 
the tracking process is re-started. 
0259 FIG. 17 is a simplified example of an initial com 
puter display Screen that may be used to guide the movement 
and orientation of an instrument having an example embodi 
ment of a motion and orientation sensing module or device. 
FIG. 17 illustrates 3600 a simplified example of an initial 
image on a computer display Screen 2016 that may be used to 
guide the movement and orientation of an instrument having 
an example embodiment of the motion and orientation sens 
ing module or device. With the reception of the initial telem 
etry data packet computer 2014, having computer keyboard 
2010 and computer mouse 2012, defines the initial position of 
the active end of the example medical instrument as the target 
location. The target orientation is equal to the initial tilt and 
yaw of the instrument with respect to all three Cartesian axes 
aligned with the Zenith and tangents to the Surface of the earth. 
The representation of the physical location and orientation 
and target location and orientation is displayed on computer 
display Screen 2016. The target position and alignment image 
consists of an outer ring of a bulls-eye image 3610, with 
radius A representing the scale of the bulls-eye in millimeters, 
an inner ring of the bulls-eye image 3614, and crosshairs 3612 
within the bulls-eye image 3610 on computer display screen 
2016. The initial representation of the active end of the instru 
ment have an example motion and orientation sensing module 
or device is an image of a virtual circumference3616 centered 
within the inner ring 3614 of the bulls-eye and likewise the 
Image of virtual crosshairs 3618 coinciding with the central 
portion of the image of the crosshairs 3612 of the target 
bulls-eye. 
0260 FIG. 18 is a simplified example of a computer dis 
play screen illustrating the position and location of an instru 
ment having an example embodiment of a motion and orien 
tation sensing module or device as it is starting to approach 
the pre-defined target location and orientation. FIG. 18 illus 
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trates 3700 a simplified example of a tracking image on a 
computer display illustrating the position and orientation of 
an instrument having an example embodiment of the motion 
and orientation sensing module or device attached, affixed, 
embedded, or integrated within it. The computer 2014, having 
computer keyboard 2010 and computer mouse 2012, presents 
images on display 2016 representing the orientation, move 
ment, and location of an example instrument with respect to 
the target location and orientation. The target position and 
alignment image consists of an outerring of a bulls-eye image 
3610, with radius B representing the scale of the bulls-eye in 
decimeters, an inner ring of the bulls-eye image 3614, and 
crosshairs 3612 within the bulls-eye image 3610 on computer 
display screen 2016. In this figure the instrument is positioned 
at a distance from the physical target. Computer display 2016 
is updated in real time whenever the user moves the example 
instrument. To assure alignment in all three dimensions, the 
image of the example instrument is represented as a cylinder 
3722 with crosshairs 3618 circumferences 3616,3720 at both 
ends. The degree of alignment of both circumferences 3616, 
3720 of the ends of cylinder 3722 represent orientation in the 
third dimension and may be easier to correlate with physical 
space than the usual two dimensional representation of three 
dimension graphs. This example representational of three 
dimensional spaces may be readily presented on 3D displayS. 
0261 The heading of a motion and orientation sensing 
module or device is measured and tracked by two tri-axial 
accelerometers positioned at the longitudinal ends of an 
example motion and orientation sensing module or device. 
The tilt of the forward tri-axial accelerometer with respect to 
the orientation of the physical target is represented by the 
orientation of the image of the virtual crosshairs 3618 with 
respect to target crosshairs 3612 on display screen 2016. The 
second integral of the algebraic Sum of the acceleration in all 
a three Cartesian axes of the forward tri-axial accelerometer 
determines the distance between the active edge of the 
example instrument and the target. The differences between 
the calculated locations of each end of the example motion 
and orientation sensing module or device along its longitudi 
nal axis defines its relative heading, or the yaw required to 
align longitudinal axis of the example motion and orientation 
sensing module or device in the X, Y plane. The estimate of 
the difference in location determines the relative size and 
location of the image 3616, 3618, 3720, 3722 of the instru 
ment with respect to the image of the inner circle of the target 
location 3614. 

0262. As the example instrument approaches the target 
location the magnification of the display may be automati 
cally increased to facilitate more precise movement and ori 
entation of the example instrument as it gets closer to the 
target location. 
0263 FIG. 19 is a simplified example of a computer dis 
play Screen illustrating changes in the display as an instru 
ment having an example embodiment of a motion and orien 
tation sensing module or device is moved towards the target 
location and orientation. FIG. 19 illustrates 3800 a simplified 
example of a computer display 2016 illustrating the move 
ment of an instrument having an example embodiment of the 
motion and orientation sensing module or device attached, 
affixed, embedded, or integrated within it as it moves towards 
a physical target. Computer 2014, having computer keyboard 
2010 and computer mouse 2012, processes all orientation and 
movement data with respect to the initial location and orien 
tation of the example instrument. Computer display 2016 is 
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updated in real time whenever the user moves the example 
instrument with respect to the target orientation and orienta 
tion. The target position and alignment image consists of an 
outer ring of a bulls-eye image 3610, with radius C represent 
ing the scale of the bulls-eye in centimeters, an inner ring of 
the bulls-eye image 3614, and crosshairs 3612 within the 
bulls-eye image 3610 on computer display screen 2016. This 
movement is illustrated as multiple images of virtual cylin 
ders on computer display 2016. The three cylinders 3820, 
3822,3824 illustrated in this figure represent the same physi 
cal device with each image representing its location and ori 
entation as it is moved towards the target location and orien 
tation. 

0264. The target location and orientation is represented by 
the image of a bulls-eye with crosshairs 3612 and circles 
3610, 3614. To assure alignment in all three dimensions, the 
representation of the example instrument is represented by 
images of virtual cylinders 3820, 3822, and 3824 with images 
of virtual crosshairs 3826, 3828, and 3830. The degree of 
alignment of the virtual crosshairs 3826, 3828, 3830 with 
bulls-eye crosshairs 3612 illustrates the relative orientation of 
the instrument being tracked in two axes. The degree of align 
ment of the ends of the images of each of the virtual cylinders 
3820, 3822, 3824 represents the relative orientation in the 
third dimension. The degree of alignment and relative size of 
the circumferences of virtual cylinders 3820,3822, and 3824 
with the inner bulls-eye ring 3614 illustrates the relative loca 
tion of the instrument being tracked with respect to the target. 
0265. As the example instrument approaches the target 
location the magnification of the display may continue to 
automatically increase to facilitate more precise movement 
and orientation of the example instrument as it gets closer to 
the target location. 
0266 FIG. 20 is a simplified example of a computer dis 
play screen illustrating changes in the display as an instru 
ment having an example embodiment of a motion and orien 
tation sensing module or device approaches the target 
location and orientation. FIG. 20 illustrates 3900 a simplified 
example of a computer display 2016 illustrating the move 
ment of an instrument having an example embodiment of the 
motion and orientation sensing module or device attached, 
affixed, embedded, or integrated within it as it moves towards 
a physical target. Computer display 2016 is updated when 
ever the user moves the example instrument with respect to 
the target orientation and orientation. Computer 2014, having 
computer keyboard 2010 and computer mouse 2012, pro 
cesses all orientation and movement data with respect to the 
initial location and orientation of the example instrument and 
updates computer display 2016 in real time as the motion and 
orientation sensing module or device is moved. The target 
position and alignment image consists of an outer ring of a 
bulls-eye image 3610, with radius A representing the scale of 
the bulls-eye in millimeters, an inner ring of the bulls-eye 
image 3614, and crosshairs 3612 within the bulls-eye image 
3610 on computer display screen 2016. 
0267. The three virtual circumferences 3926, 3930,3934, 
with images of virtual crosshairs 3936, 3938, 3940 in this 
figure represent the same physical device with each image 
representing its location and orientation as it is moved 
towards the target location and orientation. This movement is 
illustrated by separating these multiple images representing 
the instrument being tracked by arrows 3928, and 3932. The 
target location and orientation is represented by the image of 
a bulls-eye with crosshairs 3612 and circles 3610, 3614. The 
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degree of alignment of the virtual circumferences 3926,3930, 
3934 with the inner bulls-eye ring 3614 illustrates the relative 
location of the instrument being tracked with respect to the 
target. The degree of alignment of the virtual crosshairs 3936, 
3938,3940 with bulls-eye crosshairs 3612 illustrates the rela 
tive orientation of the instrument being tracked with respect 
to the target. 
0268 As the example instrument approaches the target 
location the magnification of the display may continue to 
automatically increase to facilitate more precise movement 
and orientation of the example instrument as it gets closer to 
the target location. 
0269 FIG. 21 is a simplified example of a computer dis 
play screen illustrating the final position and orientation of an 
instrument having an example embodiment of a motion and 
orientation sensing module or device precisely aligned with 
the target location and orientation. FIG. 21 illustrates 4000 a 
simplified example of a computer display 2016 illustrating 
the location and orientation of an instrument having an 
example embodiment of the motion and orientation sensing 
module or device attached, affixed, embedded, or integrated 
within it when it arrives at the target location and is aligned 
with the target orientation. The target position and alignment 
image consists of an outer ring of a bulls-eye image 3610, 
with radius A representing the scale of the bulls-eye in milli 
meters, an inner ring of the bulls-eye image 3614, and 
crosshairs 3612 within the bulls-eye image 3610 on computer 
display screen 2016. Computer 2014, having computer key 
board 2010 and computer mouse 2012, processes all orienta 
tion and movement data with respect to the initial location and 
orientation of the example instrument. In this figure the 
example instrument is in contact with the physical target, 
even if the target itself is not visible to the physician. Con 
centric circles 4014, 4016, representing the virtual circum 
ferences of the longitudinal axis of the example instrument, 
are centered on a third circle 3614 representing the inner 
bulls-eye ring of the image of the target location. Virtual 
crosshairs 4012, representing the orientation of the cross 
section of the longitudinal axis of the example instrument, are 
coincident with crosshairs 3612 representing the orientation 
of the target location. The combination of these three concen 
tric circles along with the alignment of the crosshairs indi 
cates that the example medical instrument is positioned pre 
cisely at the target location and aligned precisely with the 
target orientation in all three Cartesian coordinates aligned 
with the Zenith and tangents to the surface of the earth. 
0270 FIG.22 is a simplified perspective cut-away view of 
an example motion and orientation sensing module or device. 
FIG. 22 illustrates 4100 a simplified perspective cut-away 
view of an example motion and orientation sensing module or 
device enclosed in encapsulating shell. Enclosure 4108 may 
be either hermetic or non-hermetic depending on the appli 
cation. Substrate 4134 provides mechanical support for the 
internal components of the motion and orientation sensing 
module or device, as well as electrical interconnect for the 
electronic circuitry. POWER switch 4124 is used to turn the 
motion and orientation sensing module or device on and off. 
START switch 4126 is used to initiate the tracking procedure 
or restart it if it has been interrupted. STOP switch 4128 is 
used to pause or terminate the tracking procedure. Battery 
4132, or an equivalent energy storage device, provides power 
for the operation of the electronic circuitry and telemetry 
transmissions by telemetry transmitter or transceiver 4122 
through antenna 4120. Passive components 4102 support the 
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integrated circuits to implement the full electrical schematic. 
The electrical Non-volatile memory 4136 stores the identifi 
cation code of the motion and orientation sensing module or 
device as well as calibration constants, battery Voltage, tem 
perature, and other programmable data. Tri-axial accelerom 
eter 4104 detects movement in all three Cartesian axes and tilt 
with respect to the Zenith and tangents to the surface of the 
earth. It is positioned at one end of the longitudinal axis of the 
motion and orientation sensing module or device, and tracks 
the distance between the leading or active edge of a medical 
instrument and the target. Accelerometer 4104 also tracks the 
orientation of the cross section of the motion and orientation 
sensing module or device. MUX/DEMUX 4110 interfaces 
between the individual sensing elements within the acceler 
ometers to enable their analog outputs to be processed by 
analog to digital conversion (ADC) circuitry 4112. Hi-pass 
filter 4114 provides inputs to event detection circuitry. Low 
pass filter 4116 limits the bandwidth of analog signals 
coupled to the analog to digital conversion circuitry 4112 to 
reduce electrical noise and out-of-band signals. Tri-axial 
accelerometer 4118 detects movement in all three Cartesian 
axes and tilt with respect the Zenith and tangents to the Surface 
of the earth. It is positioned at the opposite end of the longi 
tudinal axis of the motion and orientation sensing module or 
device from triaxial accelerometer 4104. Accelerometer 4118 
tracks the distance between the trailing edge of an example 
medical instrument and the target. Micro control unit 4106 
controls the operation of the motion and orientation sensing 
module or device as well as data processing functions per 
formed within it. 

0271 Motion and orientation sensing modules and 
devices having dual accelerometers are not only capable of 
providing more accurate yaw data, but have an inherent level 
of redundancy that aids in the confirmation that the instru 
ment is guided accurately to the target position and orienta 
tion. This combination of electrical, mechanical, and RF 
components enables the construction of extremely small, 
high resolution, low-power, hermetic, wireless motion and 
orientation sensing devices. 
(0272 FIG. 23 is a simplified block diagram 4200 of an 
example information technology system and components 
integrating the data captured by a motion and orientation 
sensing module or device and displaying its progress in real 
time. This network of devices enables the real-time acquisi 
tion and sharing of information to enable more effective deci 
sion making as well as collective understanding of medical 
histories and conditions. The motion and orientation sensing 
module or device 2006 includes a telemetry transmitter or 
transceiver. This transmits data 4212A to telemetry receiver 
4210 networked or connected 4210A to computer system 
4208. Computer system 4208 is also connected online 4208A 
to internet cloud services 4214. This enables data to be stored 
within cloud services 4214 within the internet or within dedi 
cated electronic health record databases 4202 that are con 
nected 4202A to the internet. It also facilitates accessing data 
through other computers and other information devices Such 
as smartphones 4204 that are wirelessly connected 4204A to 
the internet and tablets 4206 that are also connected wire 
lessly 4206A to the internet. This network and collection of 
services and data peripherals enable patient data to be shared 
worldwide among appropriate physicians and healthcare 
facilities as needed to assure patient care and safety. 
(0273 FIG. 24 illustrates a simplified block diagram 4300 
of the basic construction of a generic accelerometer. The 
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general sensing structure of most accelerometers is a proof 
mass 4306 that is restrained by some form of resistive 
mechanical Supports 4302 Such as springs or flexible Supports 
having anchor points 4304. The proof mass 4306 and resilient 
mechanical supports 4302 may be fabricated with microma 
chining processes in combination with standard integrated 
circuit fabrication processes. At rest or under constant veloc 
ity the electrical sensing element 4310 maintains a constant 
level of capacitance, resistance, charge, Voltage, or current. 
Electrical signals output by electrical sensing element 4310 
may be converted into digital signals by additional circuitry 
integrated within the accelerometer integrated circuit or con 
nected to it. This digital data may be used to track, analyze, 
store, and display the movement and changes in orientation of 
an accelerometer. 

(0274 FIG. 25 illustrates a simplified block diagram 4400 
of the basic construction of ageneric accelerometer Subjected 
to acceleration vector 4408. The acceleration may be con 
stant. Such as acceleration due to the force of gravity, or 
variable. The general sensing structure of most accelerom 
eters is a proof mass 4306 that is restrained by some form of 
resistive mechanical Supports 4302 Such as springs or elastic 
supports having anchor points 4304. The proof mass 4306 and 
resilient mechanical supports 4302 may be fabricated with 
micromachining processes in combination with standard 
integrated circuit fabrication processes. Vectors of accelera 
tion 4408 normal to the Support axis cause the proof mass 
4306 to move relative to the anchor points 4304. The move 
ment of the proof mass 4306 displaces portions of electrical 
sensing element 4310 changing its electrical parameters or 
outputs. These parameters may include capacitance or resis 
tance, or the output of charge, Voltage, or current. The accel 
eration due to gravity may also hold the proof mass 4306 in a 
position that is electrically detectable. This enables the detec 
tion of tilt with respect to the earth's surface. Electrical sig 
nals output by electrical sensing element 4310 may be con 
Verted into digital signals by additional circuitry integrated 
within the accelerometer integrated circuit or connected to it. 
This digital data may be used to track the movement and 
changes in orientation of the accelerometer. 
(0275 FIG. 26 illustrates a simplified block diagram 4500 
of the orientation of generic accelerometers within a tri-axial 
accelerometer die, chip, integrated circuit, hybrid circuit, or 
electronic module. Most MEMS accelerometers operate in 
plane, that is, they are designed to be sensitive only to a 
direction in the plane of the die. By integrating two devices 
4504, 4508 at right angles on a single die a two-axis acceler 
ometer can be fabricated. By adding an additional out-of 
plane device 4506 all three Cartesian axes can be detected and 
quantized with a single triaxial accelerometer device. The 
out-of-plane device 4506 may be fabricated with additional 
MEMS processes integrating all three accelerometers within 
the same integrated circuit die or chip. One determinate of the 
accuracy of a tri-axial accelerometer is the precision of the 
relative orientation of each of the three acceleration sensing 
elements. Integration of all three acceleration sensing ele 
ments on a single die or chip may result in lower misalign 
ment error than three discrete accelerometers combined 
within a single package or mounted directly onto a silicon die 
or chip, PWB, or other substrate 4502. 
0276 FIG. 27 illustrates a simplified schematic block dia 
gram 4600 of an example motion and orientation sensing 
module or device having two tri-axial capacitive accelerom 
eters. Capacitive accelerometers fabricated on integrated cir 
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cuit die are primarily bulk MEMS structures. Capacitive 
accelerometers have a moveable micromachined feature that 
acts as one side of a variable capacitor with respect to a fixed 
structure within the integrated circuit die. Movement of the 
integrated circuit causes displacement of this moveable struc 
ture resulting in a change in the level of capacitance. The 
change in capacitance produces a change in output frequency 
or analog Voltage that is proportional to the Sum of dynamic 
and static acceleration. Capacitive accelerometers are DC 
responding with high sensitivities, narrow bandwidth, and 
outstanding temperature stability. These devices are well 
Suited for measuring low-frequency vibration, motion, and 
steady-state acceleration Such as gravity. 
0277. Two accelerometers 4602, 4604 are positioned at 
each end of the longitudinal axis of the motion and orientation 
sensing module or device. The forward tri-axial accelerom 
eter 4604 tracks the movement of the leading edge or active 
face of an example instrument. This accelerometer 4604 also 
tracks the orientation of the cross section of the motion and 
orientation sensing module or device. The trailing accelerom 
eter 4602 tracks the orientation of the longitudinal axis of the 
motion and orientation module or device. The combination of 
the two tri-axial accelerometers 4602, 4604 can be used to 
measure heading and yaw in the X-Y plane with high accu 
racy. The sensing elements within capacitive tri-axial accel 
erometers 4602, 4604 generate analog electrical signals 
whenever the motion and orientation sensing module or 
device is moved or rotated. These analog signals also have a 
DC component depending on their orientation with respect to 
the nadir. The effective number of bits of a capacitive, or a 
variable capacitance, accelerometer depends on the resolu 
tion of changes in capacitance resulting from displacement of 
the plates of the sensing capacitors within the accelerometer. 
The combination of the two accelerometers 4602, 4604 
assures the motion and orientation sensing module or device 
can be guided precisely to the target location and orientation 
in all three Cartesian axes with no discrepancies in pitch, roll, 
or yaw. 
0278 Motion and orientation sensing modules and 
devices having two accelerometers are not only capable of 
providing more accurate yaw data, but two accelerometers 
also provide a level of redundancy that aids in the confirma 
tion that an instrument is guided accurately to the target 
position and orientation. If data generated by the two accel 
erometers 4602, 4604 contain a discrepancy, the tracking 
procedure may have been compromised and the user can be 
alerted to the possibility of an exception condition that needs 
to be addressed. 

(0279. Multiplexor (MUX) 4606 interfaces the accelera 
tion sensing elements of accelerometers 4602, 4604 with the 
input of capacitance to Voltage convertor 4608. The analog 
signals output by the capacitance to Voltage conversion cir 
cuitry 4608 drive the input of the analog to digital conversion 
circuitry (ADC) 4112. The digital values output by ADC4112 
are transmitted by telemetry transceiver or transmitter 4122 
through antenna 4120. This enables an external computer 
system or other information technology appliance to receive 
the radio frequency signal broadcast by the motion and ori 
entation sensing module or device for Subsequent processing, 
storage, and display in real time. 
0280 Control logic and calibration circuitry 4616 controls 
the operation of the electronic components within an example 
motion and orientation sensing module or device as well as 
additional data processing required before transmitting data 
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to a computer system. Battery 4132, or an equivalent energy 
storage device, provides the power to operate the electronic 
circuitry within the motion and orientation sensing module or 
device. Substrate 4620 provides mechanical support and elec 
trical interconnect for the electronic components and battery 
within the example motion and orientation sensing module or 
device. 
0281. The illustrated components and interconnect will 
enable tracking the movement and orientation of a medical 
probe, tool, instrument, alignment jig, cutting block, or simi 
lar equipment having a motion and orientation sensing mod 
ule or device, accurately with a high level of precision. 
0282 FIG. 28 illustrates a simplified schematic block dia 
gram 4700 of an example motion and orientation sensing 
module or device having two tri-axial piezoresistive or piezo 
electric accelerometers. Piezoresistive accelerometers fabri 
cated on integrated circuit die are primarily bulk MEMS 
structures. Piezoresistive accelerometers have a beam or 
micromachined feature whose resistance changes as it is 
flexed by movement of the proof mass. The change in resis 
tance produced by flexing the cantilever produces a change in 
resistance that is proportional to the sum of dynamic and 
static acceleration. The effective number of bits of a piezore 
sistive accelerometer depends on the resolution of changes in 
resistance as acceleration flexes the cantilever within the 
accelerometer. Piezoresistive accelerometers are DC-re 
sponding with high sensitivities, narrow bandwidth, and out 
standing temperature stability. These devices are well suited 
for measuring low-frequency vibration, motion, and steady 
state acceleration. 
(0283. The two accelerometers 4702, 4704 are positioned 
at each end of the longitudinal axis of an example motion and 
orientation sensing module or device. The forward tri-axial 
accelerometer 4704 tracks the movement of the leading edge 
or active face of the example instrument. This accelerometer 
4704 also tracks the orientation of the cross section of the 
motion and orientation sensing module or device. The trailing 
accelerometer 4702 tracks the orientation of the longitudinal 
axis of the example motion and orientation module or device. 
The combination of the two tri-axial accelerometers 4702, 
4704 can be used to measure heading and yaw in the X-Y 
plane with high accuracy. The sensing elements within 
piezoresistive tri-axial accelerometers 4702, 4704 generate 
analog electrical signals whenever the example motion and 
orientation sensing module or device is moved or rotated. 
These analog signals also have a DC component depending 
on their orientation with respect to the nadir. The combination 
of the two accelerometers 4702, 4704 assures the motion and 
orientation sensing module or device can be guided precisely 
to the target location and orientation in all three Cartesian 
axes with no discrepancies in pitch, roll, or yaw. 
0284 Motion and orientation sensing modules and 
devices having two accelerometers are not only capable of 
providing more accurate yaw data, but also two accelerom 
eters provide a level of redundancy that aids in the confirma 
tion that the example instrument is guided accurately to the 
target position and orientation. If data generated by the two 
accelerometers 4702, 4704 contain a discrepancy, the track 
ing procedure may have been compromised and the user can 
be alerted to the possibility of an exception condition that 
needs to be addressed. 

0285) Multiplexor (MUX) 4606 interfaces the accelera 
tion sensing elements of accelerometers 4702, 4704 with the 
input to analog conversion circuitry (ADC) 4112. The digital 
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values output by ADC 4112 are transmitted by telemetry 
transceiver or transmitter 4122 through antenna 4120. This 
enables an external computer system or other information 
technology appliance to receive the radio frequency signal 
broadcast by the motion and orientation sensing module or 
device for Subsequent processing, storage, and display in real 
time. 

0286 Control logic and calibration circuitry 4716 controls 
the operation of the electronic components within the motion 
and orientation sensing module or device as well as additional 
data processing that may be required before transmitting the 
data to a computer system. Battery 4132, or an equivalent 
energy storage device, provides the power to operate the 
electronic circuitry within the motion and orientation sensing 
module or device. Substrate 4720 provides mechanical Sup 
port and electrical interconnect for the electronic components 
and battery within the motion and orientation sensing module 
or device. The illustrated components and interconnections 
will enable tracking the movement and orientation of a medi 
cal probe, tool, instrument, alignment jig, cutting block, or 
similar equipment having a motion and orientation sensing 
module or device, accurately with a high level of precision. 
0287 FIG. 29 illustrates a simplified schematic block dia 
gram 4800 of an example motion and orientation sensing 
module or device having tri-axial force-balanced or force 
feedback capacitance bridge accelerometers. The sensing 
elements within capacitive tri-axial force-balanced acceler 
ometers generate analog electrical signals whenever an 
example motion and orientation sensing module or device is 
moved or rotated as well as a constant output component 
depending on each accelerometer's orientation with respect 
to the nadir. In a force-balanced capacitive accelerometer the 
signal generated by changes in capacitance is amplified and 
fed back to the sensing structure to counteract the displace 
ment of the moveable capacitor plates. This negative feed 
back signal is also routed to input of the analog to digital 
converter. Because the output is dependent only on the feed 
back force, and displacements of the moveable capacitor 
plates are minimized, minimizing nonlinearities from the 
mechanical system and the electronics interface as well. The 
change in the feedback Voltage is proportional to the sum of 
dynamic and static acceleration. This feedback Voltage is 
output to the analog to digital circuitry for transmission to a 
computer system having a real-time display. Force-balance 
capacitive accelerometers are DC-responding with very high 
sensitivities, narrow bandwidth, and outstanding temperature 
stability. These devices are well suited for measuring low 
frequency vibration, motion, and steady-state acceleration 
Such as gravity. 
0288. The effective number of bits of a force-balanced 
capacitor bridge accelerometer depends on the resolution of 
changes in capacitance caused by acceleration displacing the 
moveable plates of the capacitor bridge within the acceler 
ometer. In many instances reduction in nonlinearities and 
noise improves the effective number of bits achieved with 
force-balanced capacitor bridge accelerometers. 
(0289. The two accelerometers 4802, 4804 are positioned 
at each end of the longitudinal axis of the motion and orien 
tation sensing module or device. The forward tri-axial accel 
erometer 4804 tracks the movement of the leading edge or 
active face of a medical instrument. This accelerometer 4804 
also tracks the orientation of the cross section of the example 
motion and orientation sensing module or device. The trailing 
accelerometer 4802 tracks the orientation of the longitudinal 
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axis of the motion and orientation module or device. The 
combination of the two tri-axial accelerometers 4802, 4804 
can be used to measure heading and yaw in the X-Y plane 
with high accuracy and assure the motion and orientation 
sensing module or device can be guided precisely to the target 
location and orientation in all three Cartesian axes with no 
discrepancies in pitch, roll, or yaw. 
0290 Motion and orientation sensing modules and 
devices having two accelerometers are not only capable of 
providing more accurate yaw data, but also two accelerom 
eters provide a level of redundancy that aids in the confirma 
tion that the example instrument is guided accurately to the 
target position and orientation. If data generated by the two 
accelerometers 4802, 4804 contain a discrepancy, the track 
ing procedure may have been compromised and the user can 
be alerted to the possibility of an exception condition that 
needs to be addressed. 

0291 Multiplexor (MUX) 4606 interfaces the accelera 
tion sensing elements with the input of charge amplifier and 
filter 4832. The analog signals output by charge amplifier and 
filter 4832 drive the input of sigma-delta modulator 4834. The 
signals output by sigma-delta modulator 4834 drive the input 
of analog to digital conversion circuitry (ADC) 4112. The 
binary values output by ADC 4112 are transmitted by telem 
etry transceiver or transmitter 4122 through antenna 4120. 
This enables an external computer system or other informa 
tion technology appliance to receive the radio frequency sig 
nal broadcast by the motion and orientation sensing module 
or device for Subsequent processing, storage, and display. 
0292. The output of sigma-delta modulator 4834 also 
drives comparator 4822. Comparator 4822 drives control 
logic and latch 4824. The outputs of control logic and latch 
4824 drive the top control 4826 and bottom control 4828 
circuits of the feedback loop of the force balanced sensing 
elements with tri-axial accelerometers 4802, 4804. These 
controls are connected, through de-multiplexor 4830, to fixed 
structures within tri-axial accelerometers 4802, 4804. The 
outputs of the top and bottom controls 4826, 4828 act through 
fixed structures within tri-axial accelerometers 4802, 4804 to 
re-center the proof masses that are displaced by movement or 
tilt of the motion and orientation sensing module or device. 
Tri-axial accelerometers 4802, 4804 continue to output ana 
log signals through MUX 4606 to charge amplifier 4832 and 
sigma-delta modulator 4834 until each of the proof masses 
have been pulled back to their center position. The electrical 
signal that is required to offset displacement of each proof 
mass is also the analog input to ADC 4112. 
0293 Control logic and calibration circuitry 4816 controls 
the operation of the electronic components within the 
example motion and orientation sensing module or device as 
well as additional data processing that may be required before 
transmitting the data to a computer system. Battery 4132, or 
equivalent energy storage device, provides the power to oper 
ate the electronic circuitry within the example motion and 
orientation sensing module or device. Substrate 4820 pro 
vides mechanical Support and electrical interconnect for the 
electronic components and battery within the motion and 
orientation sensing module or device. The illustrated compo 
nents and interconnection will enable tracking the movement 
and orientation of a medical probe, tool, instrument, align 
ment jig, cutting block, or similar equipment having a motion 
and orientation sensing module or device, accurately with a 
very high level of precision. 
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0294 FIG. 30 illustrates a simplified schematic block dia 
gram 4900 of a basic generic accelerometer with the associ 
ated circuitry needed to incorporate dithering, oversampling, 
and decimation functions to improve the signal to noise ration 
and the effective number of bits. These functions can be 
combined to extend the effective number of bits of acceler 
ometer 4102 by three or more least-significant-bits. Over 
sampling the analog signal from the sensing element of accel 
erometer 4102 with analog to digital converter 4906 increases 
the number of discrete samples compromising the digitiza 
tion of the analog waveform. Low pass anti-aliasing filter 
4904 removes the aliases, harmonics, intermodulation prod 
ucts, and other out-of-band signals and reduces the noise 
passed on to the analog to digital converter 4906. Quantiza 
tion filter 4910 can reduce quantization noise without reduc 
ing the binary output of the ADC 4906. Decimator 4912 
digitally down-samples the stream of over-sampled, dithered 
4908, digital values. The combination of these functions 
extends the effective number of bits of the data conversion 
chain linking physical acceleration to a digitized waveform. 
0295 The likelihood of an analog signal being exactly 
equal to a digital value is small. Therefore, with the combi 
nation of dithering and oversampling, it is possible to develop 
an accurate estimate of the actual value of a point on an analog 
waveform to greater levels of resolution than the least signifi 
cant bit of the analog to digital converter 4906. The interme 
diate result is the creation of more digital readings than speci 
fied by the Nyquist frequency. Anti-alias filtering 4904 can be 
applied before sampling the analog waveform. Only pure sine 
waveforms are harmonic free. Even then, non-linarites may 
create harmonics and intermodulation products. Therefore 
anti-aliasing must remove these harmonic signals and inter 
modulation products because they introduce nonrandom dis 
tortions into the oversampling of dithered analog waveforms. 
Low-pass anti-aliasing filter 4904 also eliminates other fre 
quencies above the Nyquist frequency before the analog sig 
nal is over-sampled. To minimize the risk of higher frequency 
artifacts falling into the oversampled pass-band and reducing 
the signal-to-noise ratio. 
0296 Dithering 4908 the analog input signal adds a noise 
component to the signal on the order of a least significant bit 
or more. Adding this white or Gaussian noise component 
creates a stochastic variable with a mean value of Zero for 
each Voltage sample from the analog waveform. The combi 
nation of dithering 4908 and oversampling 4906 enables the 
interpolation of analog values at each point on the analog 
waveform. For each desired additional bit of resolution the 
analog signal can be oversampled by four times. Over Sam 
pling by this amount halves the quantization noise introduced 
by the quantization steps. This can increase the resolution of 
the measurement by one-half bit. 
0297. The greater the samples rate of the analog to digital 
conversion circuitry the better the representation of the input 
signal, when samples are Subsequently combined. This 
sample rate may be as little as twice the Nyquist frequency to 
as much as 256 times the Nyquist frequency, filtering with 
quantization noise filter 4910 and down-sampling these over 
sampled digital values with decimator 4912 increases the 
signal-to-noise ratio of the analog to digital conversion pro 
cess. Decimation 4912 down-samples the over-sampled digi 
tal values by aggregating groups of over-sampled digital val 
ues with the number of digital values within each group 
depending on the down-sampling divisor. Each down 
sampled digital value is right shifted to Scale the answer 
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correctly for the increased level of resolution to develop the 
final high-resolution digital output. The illustrated compo 
nents and interconnect can enable improvement of the reso 
lution of the analog to digital conversion process, and there 
fore the least significant bit, by several bits. 
0298 FIG. 31 is a simplified schematic block diagram 
5000 of an example motion and orientation sensing module or 
device having tri-axial force-balanced, force feedback, servo 
mode capacitance bridge accelerometers, capacitive acceler 
ometers incorporating filtering, dithering, oversampling, 
decimation, rationetric, and temperature sensing functions to 
improve the signal to noise ration and the effective number of 
bits. The sensing elements within capacitive tri-axial force 
balanced accelerometers generate analog electrical signals 
whenever an example motion and orientation sensing module 
or device is moved or rotated as well as a constant output 
component depending on each accelerometer's orientation 
with respect to the nadir. In a force-balanced capacitive accel 
erometer the signal generated by changes in capacitance is 
amplified and fed back to the sensing structure to counteract 
the displacement of the moveable capacitor plates. This nega 
tive feedback signal is also routed to input of the analog to 
digital to analog converter. Because the output is dependent 
only on the feedback force, and displacements of the move 
able capacitor plates are minimized, minimizing nonlineari 
ties from the mechanical system and the electronics interface 
as well. The change in the feedback Voltage is proportional to 
the Sum of dynamic and static acceleration. This feedback 
Voltage is output to the analog to digital circuitry for trans 
mission to a computer system having a real-time display. 
Force-balance capacitive accelerometers are DC-responding 
with very high sensitivities, narrow bandwidth, and outstand 
ing temperature stability. These devices are well suited for 
measuring low-frequency vibration, motion, and steady-state 
acceleration Such as gravity. 
0299. The effective number of bits of a force-balanced 
capacitor bridge accelerometer depends on the resolution of 
the feedback Voltage required to offset changes in capacitance 
caused by acceleration of the moveable plates of the capacitor 
bridge within the accelerometer. This feedback voltage is an 
analog value, and in continuously operating accelerometers, 
is a point on an analog waveform. The likelihood of an analog 
signal being exactly equal to a digital value is Small. There 
fore, the analog to digital conversion circuitry outputs a digi 
tal value either slightly higher or lower than the analog value. 
This determines the resolution, or least significant bit, of the 
conversion of acceleration, a continuous physical phenom 
enon, into a digital value, an electrical code. It is possible to 
develop a more accurate estimate of the actual value of a point 
on an analog waveform and achieve greater levels of resolu 
tion with the addition of anti-alias filtering, dithering, over 
sampling, filtering quantization noise, and decimating the 
filtered, over-sampled signal. This can improve least signifi 
cant bit of the analog to digital conversion process by several 
bits. 

0300. The sigma-delta modulator is a key component of 
sigma-delta analog to digital conversion circuitry, but it may 
not be the same as the sigma-delta modulator used to drive the 
force-feedback loop in a force-balanced capacitive bridge 
accelerometer. In practice some of the functions may be 
merged. But it is important to note that the effective resolution 
of a Delta-Sigma ADC is dependent on the sample rate. This 
may not be the same as the optimal sample rate for centering 
proof masses with the force-feedback control loop. 
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(0301 The two accelerometers 4802, 4804 are positioned 
at each end of the longitudinal axis of the example motion and 
orientation sensing module or device. The forward tri-axial 
accelerometer 4804 tracks the movement of the leading edge 
or active face of a medical instrument. This accelerometer 
4804 also tracks the orientation of the cross section of the 
example motion and orientation sensing module or device. 
The trailing accelerometer 4802 tracks the orientation of the 
longitudinal axis of the motion and orientation module or 
device. The combination of the two tri-axial accelerometers 
4802, 4804 can be used to measure heading and yaw in the 
X-Y plane with high accuracy and assure the motion and 
orientation sensing module or device can be guided precisely 
to the target location and orientation in all three Cartesian 
axes and with no discrepancies in pitch, roll, or yaw. 
0302 Motion and orientation sensing modules and 
devices having two accelerometers are not only capable of 
providing more accurate yaw data, but also two accelerom 
eters provide a level of redundancy that aids in the confirma 
tion that the example instrument is guided accurately to the 
target position and orientation. If data generated by the two 
accelerometers 4802, 4804 contain a discrepancy, the track 
ing procedure may have been compromised and the user can 
be alerted to the possibility of an exception condition that 
needs to be addressed. 

(0303 Multiplexor (MUX) 4606 interfaces the force feed 
back signals from accelerometers 4802, 4804 with the input 
of charge amplifier and filter 4832. The analog signals output 
by charge amplifier and filter 4832 drive the input of sigma 
delta modulator 4834. The Sigma-delta analog to digital con 
verter 5040 over-samples the analog signal output by the 
sigma-delta modulator 4834 and filtered through anti-alias 
low-pass filter 4904. Low-pass anti-aliasing filter 4904 elimi 
nates frequencies above the Nyquist frequency. Harmonics, 
intermodulation products, and other high frequency artifacts 
can be removed before oversampling the analog waveform 
because they can introduce nonrandom distortions into the 
oversampled, dithered analog waveforms. Dithering 4908 is 
introduced into the filtered analog waveform and the analog 
signal is over-sampled by sigma-delta analog to digital con 
verter 5040. The combination of dithering 4908 and oversam 
pling by the sigma-delta analog to digital converter 5040 
enables the interpolation of analog values at each point on the 
analog waveform. The digital values output by Sigma-delta 
analog to digital conversion circuitry 5040 are filtered 
through quantization filter 4910 and input to decimator 4912. 
Filtering with quantization noise filter 4910 and down-sam 
pling the over-sampled digital values with decimator 4912 
further increases the signal-to-noise ratio of the analog to 
digital conversion process. Decimator 4912 digitally down 
samples the stream of over-sampled digital values, and in 
conjunction with dithering 4908 and oversampling 5040, can 
extend the effective number of bits by several least significant 
bits. The output of decimator 4912 drives data packetizer 
5034. Data packetizer 5034 assembles data into the appropri 
ately formatted packets for transmission by telemetry trans 
ceiver or transmitter 4122. The telemetry broadcasts are radi 
ated by antenna 4120. This enables an external computer 
system or other information technology appliance to receive 
the radio frequency signal broadcast by the motion and ori 
entation sensing module or device for Subsequent processing, 
storage, and display in real time. 
0304. The output of sigma-delta modulator 4834 also 
drives comparator 4822. Comparator 4822 determines the 
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value offeedback voltage required to force-balance the move 
able capacitor plates within the capacitance bridge of the 
acceleration sensing structure with each of the tri-axial accel 
erometers 4802, 4804. This is input to control logic and latch 
4824. The outputs of control logic and latch 4824 drives the 
top control 4826 and bottom control 4828 circuits to drive the 
moveable capacitor plates within the capacitance bridge of 
the acceleration sensing structure back to their center points. 
These control signals are connected, through de-multiplexor 
4830, to the feedback structures within tri-axial accelerom 
eters 4802, 4804. The outputs of the top and bottom controls 
4826, 4828 act through the feedback structures within tri 
axial accelerometers 4802, 4804 to re-center proof masses 
that have been displaced by movement or changes in orien 
tation of the motion and orientation sensing module or device. 
Tri-axial accelerometers 4802, 4804 continue to output ana 
log signals through MUX 4606 to charge amplifier 4832 and 
sigma-delta modulator 4834 until each of the proof masses 
have been returned to their center position. The electrical 
signal that is required to offset displacement of each proof 
mass is also the analog input to sigma-delta analog to digital 
converter 5040 as described in the previous paragraphs. 
0305 Control logic and calibration circuitry 5046 controls 
the operation of the electronic components within the motion 
and orientation sensing module or device as well as additional 
data processing that may be required before transmitting the 
data to a computer system. Data from temperature sensor 
5048 is incorporated into the automatic calibration routine 
executed whenever a motion and orientation sensing module 
or device is powered up. The data gathered during the auto 
matic calibration routine are stored in nonvolatile memory 
4136 within the motion and orientation sensing module or 
device. Battery 4132, or equivalent energy storage device, 
provides the power to operate the electronic circuitry within 
the motion and orientation sensing module or device. Ratio 
metric design reduces sensitivity of the data capture and 
conversion circuitry to fluctuations in Supply and reference 
Voltages as well as noise on power conductors. Precision 
voltage reference 5050 provides additional protection against 
variations in reference voltages. Substrate 5020 provides 
mechanical Support and electrical interconnect for the elec 
tronic components and battery within the motion and orien 
tation sensing module or device. The illustrated components 
and interconnect will enable tracking the movement and ori 
entation of a medical probe, tool, instrument, alignment jig, 
cutting block, or similar equipment having a motion and 
orientation sensing module or device, accurately with a very 
high level of precision. 
0306 FIG. 32 is a simplified schematic block diagram 
5100 of an example motion and orientation sensing module or 
device having tri-axial piezoresistive accelerometers incor 
porating filtering, dithering, oversampling, decimation, ratio 
metric, temperature sensing, and event detection functions to 
improve the effective number of bits and repeatability of data 
collection and processing. The sensing elements within 
piezoresistive tri-axial accelerometers generate analog elec 
trical signals whenever an example motion and orientation 
sensing module or device is moved or rotated as well as a 
constant output component depending on each accelerom 
eter's orientation with respect to the nadir. Piezoresistive 
accelerometers have a beam or micromachined feature whose 
resistance changes as it is flexed by movement of the proof 
mass. The change in resistance produced by flexing the can 
tilever is proportional to the sum of dynamic and Static accel 
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eration. Piezoresistive accelerometers are DC-responding 
with high sensitivities, narrow bandwidth, and outstanding 
temperature stability. These devices are well suited for mea 
Suring low-frequency vibration, motion, and steady-state 
acceleration Such as gravity. 
(0307. The effective number of bits of a piezoresistive 
accelerometer depends on the resolution of changes in resis 
tance as acceleration flexes the resistive cantilever within the 
accelerometer. Changes in resistance are analog values, and 
in continuously operating accelerometers, are points on an 
analog waveform. The likelihood of an analog signal being 
exactly equal to a digital value is Small. Therefore, the analog 
to digital conversion circuitry outputs a digital value either 
slightly higher or lower than the analog value. This deter 
mines the resolution, or least significant bit, of the conversion 
of acceleration, a continuous physical phenomenon, into a 
digital binary value. It is possible to develop a more accurate 
estimate of the actual value of a point on an analog waveform 
and achieve greater levels of resolution with the addition of 
anti-alias filtering, dithering, oversampling, filtering quanti 
Zation noise, and decimating the filtered, over-sampled sig 
nal. This can improve the least significant bit of the analog to 
digital conversion process by several bits. 
(0308. The two accelerometers 4702, 4704 are positioned 
at each end of the longitudinal axis of an example motion and 
orientation sensing module or device. The forward tri-axial 
accelerometer 4704 tracks the movement of the leading edge, 
or active face, of the example instrument. This accelerometer 
4704 also tracks the orientation of the cross section of the 
example motion and orientation sensing module or device. 
The trailing accelerometer 4702 tracks the orientation of the 
longitudinal axis of the motion and orientation module or 
device. The combination of the two tri-axial accelerometers 
4702, 4704 can be used to measure heading and yaw in the 
X-Y plane with high accuracy and assure the motion and 
orientation sensing module or device can be guided precisely 
to the target location and orientation in all three Cartesian 
axes with no discrepancies in pitch, roll, or yaw. 
0309 Motion and orientation sensing modules and 
devices having two accelerometers are not only capable of 
providing more accurate yaw data, but also two accelerom 
eters provide a level of redundancy that aids in the confirma 
tion that the example instrument is guided accurately to the 
target position and orientation. If this cannot be achieved to 
the required level of precision for both accelerometers the 
tracking procedure may have been compromised and the user 
can be alerted to the possibility of an exception condition that 
needs to be addressed. 

0310. The accelerometer 4702,4704 outputs are routed to 
multiplexor (MUX) 4606 through anti-alias low-pass filter 
4904. Low-pass anti-aliasing filter 4904 eliminates frequen 
cies above the Nyquist frequency. Harmonics, intermodula 
tion products, and other high frequency artifacts can be 
removed before oversampling the analog waveform because 
they can introduce nonrandom distortions into the oversam 
pling of dithered analog waveforms. The Sigma-delta analog 
to digital converter 5040 over-samples the analog signals 
output by accelerometers 4702, 4704 and filtered through 
anti-alias low-pass filter 4904. Dithering 4908 is introduced 
into the filtered analog waveform and the analog signal is 
over-sampled by Sigma-delta analog to digital converter 
5040. The combination of dithering 4908 and oversampling 
by the sigma-delta analog to digital converter 5040 enables 
the interpolation of analog values at each point on the analog 
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waveform. The digital values output by Sigma-delta analog to 
digital conversion circuitry 5040 are filtered through quanti 
zation filter 4910 and input to decimator 4912. Filtering with 
quantization noise filter 4910 and down-sampling the over 
sampled digital values with decimator 4912 increases the 
signal-to-noise ratio of the analog to digital conversion pro 
cess. Decimator 4912 digitally down-samples the stream of 
over-sampled digital values, and in conjunction with dither 
ing 4908 and oversampling 5040, can extend the effective 
number of bits by several least significant bits. The output of 
decimator 4912 drives data packetizer 5034. Data packetizer 
5034 assembles data into the appropriately formatted packets 
for transmission by telemetry transceiver or transmitter 4122. 
The telemetry broadcasts are radiated by antenna 4120. This 
enables an external computer system or other information 
technology appliance to receive the radio frequency signal 
broadcast by the motion and orientation sensing module or 
device for Subsequent processing, storage, and display in real 
time. 
0311 High-pass filter 4114 outputs high frequency signals 
form accelerometers 4702, 4704 to event detection circuitry 
5160. These signals are also input to data packetizer 5034 for 
inclusion in the telemetry packets. In addition to high-pass 
filter 4114, event detection circuitry 5160 also has inputs from 
low-pass filter 4904 and directly from the acceleration sens 
ing elements of accelerometers 4702, 4704, the voltage on 
battery 4132, and readings from temperature sensor 5048. 
With this combination of inputs it is possible to detect a wide 
range of potential exception conditions that could compro 
mise the integrity of the tracking procedure and data. The 
analysis of event detection circuitry 5160 is transmitted to the 
computer to alert the user. 
0312 Data from temperature sensor 5048 are also incor 
porated into the automatic calibration routine executed when 
ever a motion and orientation sensing module or device is 
powered up. The data gathered during the automatic calibra 
tion routine are stored in nonvolatile memory 4136 within the 
motion and orientation sensing module or device. 
0313 Control logic and calibration circuitry 5146 controls 
the operation of the electronic components within the motion 
and orientation sensing module or device as well as additional 
data processing that may be required before transmitting the 
data to a computer system. Battery 4132, or equivalent energy 
storage device, provides the power to operate the electronic 
circuitry within the motion and orientation sensing module or 
device. Rationnetric design reduces sensitivity of the data 
capture and conversion circuitry to fluctuations in Supply and 
reference Voltages as well as noise on power conductors. 
Precision voltage reference 5050 provides additional protec 
tion against variations in reference voltages. Substrate 5120 
provides mechanical Support and electrical interconnect for 
the electronic components and battery within the motion and 
orientation sensing module or device. The illustrated compo 
nents and interconnect will enable tracking the movement and 
orientation of a medical probe, tool, instrument, alignment 
jig, cutting block, or similar equipment having a motion and 
orientation sensing module or device, accurately with a high 
level of precision. 
0314 While the present invention has been described with 
reference to particular embodiments, those skilled in the art 
will recognize that many changes may be made thereto with 
out departing from the spirit and scope of the present inven 
tion. Each of these embodiments and obvious variations 
thereof is contemplated as falling within the spirit and scope 
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of the claimed invention, which is set forth in the claims. 
While the subject matter of the invention is described with 
specific examples of embodiments, the foregoing drawings 
and descriptions thereof depict only typical embodiments of 
the subject matter and are not therefore to be considered to be 
limiting of its scope, it is evident that many alternatives and 
variations will be apparent to those skilled in the art. Thus, the 
description of the invention is merely descriptive in nature 
and, thus, variations that do not depart from the gist of the 
invention are intended to be within the scope of the embodi 
ments of the present invention. Such variations are not to be 
regarded as a departure from the spirit and scope of the 
present invention. 
0315. While the present invention has been described with 
reference to embodiments, it is to be understood that the 
invention is not limited to the disclosed embodiments. The 
scope of the following claims is to be accorded the broadest 
interpretation so as to encompass all modifications, equiva 
lent structures and functions. For example, if words such as 
“orthogonal”, “perpendicular are used the intended meaning 
is “substantially orthogonal and “substantially perpendicu 
lar respectively. Additionally although specific numbers 
may be quoted in the claims, it is intended that a number close 
to the one stated is also within the intended scope, i.e. any 
stated number (e.g., 90 degrees) should be interpreted to be 
“about the value of the stated number (e.g., about 90 
degrees). 
0316. As the claims hereinafter reflect, inventive aspects 
may lie in less than all features of a single foregoing disclosed 
embodiment. Thus, the hereinafter expressed claims are 
hereby expressly incorporated into this Detailed Description 
of the Drawings, with each claim standing on its own as a 
separate embodiment of an invention. Furthermore, while 
some embodiments described herein include some but not 
other features included in other embodiments, combinations 
of features of different embodiments are meant to be within 
the scope of the invention, and form different embodiments, 
as would be understood by those skilled in the art. 
What is claimed is: 
1. A Surgical tracking system comprising: 
a Surgical device holder, and 
a tracking element, where the Surgical device holder is 

configured to hold a Surgical device, where the tracking 
element is configured to track the position of the Surgical 
device holder, where the surgical device holder and the 
tracking element are operatively connected, where the 
Surgical device holder is configured to be grasped and 
carried by a user, and where the tracking element is 
configured to produce tracking data that can be used by 
a processor to provide a position accuracy of a portion of 
the surgical device holder to within 1 mm over a path 
length of less than 5 m. 

2. The Surgical tracking system according to claim 1, where 
the tracking data can be used by a processor to provide ori 
entation of the portion of the surgical device holder to within 
1 degree. 

3. The Surgical tracking system according to claim 1, where 
the tracking data can be used by a processor to provide a 
reposition accuracy of the portion of the Surgical device 
holder to within of at least 1.0 mm over a path length of less 
than 5 m from an initial position. 

4. The Surgical tracking system according to claim3, where 
the tracking data can be used by a processor to provide an 
orientation accuracy of the portion of the Surgical device 
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holder to within of at least 1 degree over a path length of less 
than 5 m from an initial orientation. 

5. The Surgical tracking system according to claim 2, where 
the tracking element includes an accelerometer. 

6. The Surgical tracking system according to claim 2, where 
the tracking element includes an INS chip. 

7. The Surgical tracking system according to claim 2, where 
the tracking element includes an acoustical transducer. 

8. The Surgical tracking system according to claim3, where 
the portion of the surgical device holder is a portion that is 
configured to be connected to the Surgical device. 

9. The Surgical tracking system according to claim 8, where 
the Surgical device is a knee replacement part. 

10. The Surgical tracking system according to claim 4. 
further comprising 

an exterior tracking system, where the exterior tracking 
system provides a second set of tracking data that a 
processor can use to calculate the position and orienta 
tion of the surgical device holder. 

11. A Surgical tracking display system comprising: 
a computer display, and 
a processor, where the processor is configured to receive 

tracking data from a Surgical tracking system, where the 
processor is configured to determine the position of the 
Surgical tracking system from the data, and where the 
computer display is configured to illustrate the position 
of the Surgical tracking system in relation to a portion of 
a patient. 

12. The surgical tracking display system according to 
claim 11, where the computer display is further configured to 
display an initial position and orientation of the Surgical 
tracking system in relation to the portion of the patient. 

13. The Surgical tracking display system according to 
claim 12, where the computer display is further configured to 
illustrate the near real time position of the Surgical tracking 
system in relation to the initial position and orientation of the 
Surgical tracking system. 

14. The Surgical tracking display system according to 
claim 13, where the computer display is further configured to 
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display information aiding a user of the Surgical tracking 
system to orient and position the Surgical tracking system to 
the initial position and orientation of the Surgical tracking 
system. 

15. The Surgical tracking display system according to 
claim 14, where the processor is further configured to provide 
feedback data to the Surgical tracking system to aid a user in 
orienting the Surgical tracking system to the initial position 
and orientation of the Surgical tracking system. 

16. The Surgical tracking display system according to 
claim 15, where the processor is further configured to receive 
a second set of tracking data, where the processor is config 
ured to combine the tracking data and the second set of 
tracking data to calculate the position and orientation of the 
Surgical tracking system. 

17. A method of tracking a Surgical instrument comprising: 
inserting a Surgical device into a Surgical tracking system; 
activating the Surgical tracking system; 
moving the Surgical tracking system to an initial position 

and orientation and sending a signal to the Surgical track 
ing system to save data representative of the initial posi 
tion and orientation; 

replacing the Surgical device with a second Surgical device; 
moving the second Surgical device to the initial position 

within 1 mm positional accuracy; and 
moving the second Surgical device to the initial orientation 

within 1 degree accuracy. 
18. The method according to claim 17, where the moving 

the second Surgical device to the initial position within 1 mm 
positional accuracy is in response to haptic feedback from the 
Surgical tracking system. 

19. The method according to claim 18, where the moving 
the second surgical device to the initial orientation within 1 
degree accuracy is in response to haptic feedback from the 
Surgical tracking system. 

20. The method according to claim 17, where a user moves 
the second Surgical device in response to visual feedback on 
a computer display. 


